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Candidates have kicked off .another
week in the governor's race with tax
proposals, financial disclosure,
testimony on the fuel adjustment
clause, a new endorsement and a
variety of general campaigning.
Today's schedule includes news
conferences in Lexington by
Republican Ray White and Democrat
Harvey Sloane, the kickoff of a cam-
paign bus tour by Democrat Terry
McBrayer in Louisville, a northern
- Kentucky campaign tour by Democrat
John Y. Brown Jr., and a "Rally
'Round the Rooster" dinner at
Somerset at which Democrats George
Atkins, Carroll Hubbard and 'Thelma
Stovall plan to spealn _
-Monday, Hubbard held news Cisn:
---Terentes in Lexington and Louisville on
tax revisions, while in Lexington,
Republican Louie Nunn released tax
returns for the last 11 years.
McBrayer testified in Frankfort,
Atkins was endorsed in Louisville,
Sloane siSoke in Ashland, Mrs. Stovall,
in Warren County, defended her health,
and Brown campaigned in Louisville.
Hubbard
Hubbard proposed tax revisions he
said could trim $100 million a year from
state taxes, with the lost. revenue to be
recovered through better management
and a 10 percent reduction in the state
work force. The U.S. representative
from Mayfield said the reduction could
be accomplished through attrition arid
that "career state employees have
nothing to fear,.."
His revisions included increasing the
$50,000 inheritance tax exemption to
$425.008, imposing use tax only on the
amount actually paid for a vehicle,
making state income tax a simple
percentawof poer,al. income...tax and
increasing the $650- state individual
standard deduction to the federal level
of $2,300 for single taxpayers and $3,400
for married couples.
Nunn
Nunn released copies of the state and
federal joint income tax returns he and
his wife, Beula, have filed for the past
11 years, including 1968 through 1971
when he was governor and seven en-
suing years as a private attorney. He
said in a stetement he was the only
candidate in the gubernatorial race to
file copies with the Kentucky Registry
of Election Finance.
The returns showed Nunn and his
wife earned a combined $254,467 in
Nunn's four years as governor and
$630,796 through 1978 after he left office.
The Nunns paid 28 percent of their
earnings in federal income tax and 36
percent in all taxes while he was
governor, the returns indicated. They
showed payment of about $190,000 in
federal tax and $55,000 in state and local
taxes since Nunn left office.
The statement said about 80 percent
of Nunn's income after leaving office
was from his law practice with the
remainder from farming and in-
vestments.
McBrayer
McBrayer went before a state
Energy Regulatory Commission
hearing on the fuel adjustment clause,
which allows utilities to pass fuel cost
increases along to customers without
full hearings. He and seven others have
filed suit seeking abolition of the cLsose.
The former state commerce com-
missioner said the clause is illegal
because it has not been authorized by
the Legislature, encourages high bills
by removing incentive for utilities to
buy fuel at the lowest possible price,
and is unfair to customers because it
denies them the right to an open
hearing.
Consumers' bills do not tell what has
been added or why, McBrayer said.
Atkins
Atkins was endorsed by state Sen.
John Berry Jr., 1)-New Castle, a leader
of the "Black Sheep Squadron" of anti--
administration Dernocrats in the 1978
General Assembly and this year's
special legislative session.
Atkins did not speak, but sit at the
back of the room as Berry praised him
at a Louisville news conference as the
REALITY APPRECIATION — A closeup of a Sprite that suggests a face was
one of the photographs by Steve Metzger ahish4ccompanied an article
by Jerry Speight that was printed i 
t
n the April edition of Arts and Activities
magazine. Speight is an instructor of art and Metzger, whose home is
Louisville, an art major at Murray State.
Article By Jerry Speight
Is Published In Magazine
An article written by Jerry Speight, you have to do anything with it, other
instructor of art at Murray State than experience it."
University, has been published in the He contends that the exercise 
to
April issue of Arts and Activities observe everything within an e
n-
magazine, a San Diego, Calif.-based vironment will not only elimina
te
publication. -_—jauredona, but lead_the  developme
nt
Steve Metzger, a Louisville art major of habits which will serve ultiiiiite
ri to
at Murray State, assisted with the make every moment of a life some
thing
article entitled "A Reality Appreciation to appreciate.
Assignment Through Photography" by Metzger records Speight's respon
se
taking photographs to accompany the to the exercise through
 the medium of
Speight manuscript, photography, using pictures tha
t deal
According to Speight, the content of mainly with closeups of automobiles
'the article was inspired by a passage taken during field trips with a c
amera.
from Dr. Wayne Dyer's bestseller Speight said the
 basically abstract
entitled "Pulling Your Own Strings," • prints are not intended to sy
mbolically
which encourages readers to give repre4efft cars, bu
t are designed to




In urging people to be aware of and to at them.
observe everything around them, Dyer The April issue of
 Arts and Activities
suggests that they "try studying has been sel
ected by Publisher's
everything in your perceptual field, Development
 Corporation to be
rather than simply letting it pass you distributed as a
 gtft at the Naponat Art
by Log as much of your world as you Education 
Association conventien in
can into your consciousness. Don't feel San Franc
isco April 15-20.
best state auditor Kentucky has ever
had, one unwilling to "kow-tow" to the
administration.
Berry said the Democratic Party
should nominate Atkins because it
needs to put forth its best candidate to
defeat former Gov. Nunn, considered a
favorite for the Republitan nomination.
Sloane
Sloane said President Carter should
"quit talking about.furning to coal as a
way of getting us beyond the energy
crisis and get down to doing something
about it."
The former Louisville mayor said
there has been no move to order gas
and oil burning utilities to convert to
coal, which he said is essential. He
criticized the Environmental
Protection Agency for considering
lower sulfur dioxide emission levels for
new generating plants that would
"prevent the use of billions of tons of
coal and create economic havoc in the
eastern coalfields."
He said Carter should "reassess his
policies and begin to transfer our
nation's dependence from foreign oil to
domestic coal."
Stovall
Mrs. Stovall said her Campaign
schedule is answer enough for critics
who question her health. "I'm going to
make every bit of this schedule and that
ought to' show who is healthy," she
declared. ' • - • •
The lieutenant governor's day in-
cluded handshaking at factories, a
meeting with Western Kentucky
University officials, an appearance at
the Warren County Courthouse and a
fish fry and rally. She said she would
win the primary "because my votes
will stay where they are while the
others are split' up."
Her campaign, she said, is based on
'"three small promises" — impiloving
-rural roads, helping consumers milli._
utility bills and spending more and
returning to the basics in education.
She challenged those who claim
"Kentucky isn't ready for a lady
governor. A lady governor did so we:I in
Connecticut that they just re-elected
her."
Brown
Bran campaigned in Louisville,
. shaking hands at the Blue Cross-Blue
7:Shield offices, the Jefferson County
Ball of Justice and Jefferson County
Clerk Bremner Ehrler's office.
He and aides were working out a
schedule for a northern Kentucky tour




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — MOTI-
day's midnight deadline for filing
federal income tax returns meant a
last-minute drive to the post office for
some people, but Kentuckians were
given an extra day to get their state
returns in the mail.
Revenue Commissioner Maurice
Carpenter said Monday that the state
will not consider tax returns delinquent
If they come in letters postmarked
through April 17, or midnight tonight
Carpenter said he decided to extend
the deadline so taxpayers who mailed
their returns Monday after post offices
closed will not be in violation of the
deadline.
The U.S. Postal Service in Louisville
kept two offices open until midnight
Monday for late filers. .
As of -Monday, Carpenter said about
two-thirds of the state returns were in
"We've got nothing to quarrel with the
taxpayers about," he said.
William Mayes, who oversee/ the
income tax division, said workers are
beginning to catch up in stetting refund
checks mailed. A computer breakdown
and shortage of personnel had slowed
refunds in recent weeks.
Still, Mayes said, taxpayers who
waited until today to file can expect to
wait "a good eight weeks" more for
their refund checks.
Of the 1.2 million Kentucky returns,
about 750,000 are due refunds, Mayes
said.
UNIVERSITY CENTER — Warmer spring Weather is beginning to aid contra
ctors as construction continues on the
new student union building on the campus of Murray State University. The new facility is located 
north of the Carr
Health Building on the west end of the Cutchin Recreation Complex.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Teacher Hired For Middle School
In executive session of the Calloway
County School Board meeting Monday
night, Shela Bondurant was hired as a
choral music and band teacher for the
Calloway County Middle School, ac-
cording to Dr.' Jack Rose, school
superintendent.
Bondurant will graduate from
MUrtay State University in May. •
Rose reported that the weather has
caused a big delay in the construction of
thz middle school. But, he said that he
feels "the workers have been doing the
best they possibly can."
He added that the floor in the west
section had been poured and con-
truction of the %Ails for that section has
begun.
All the subcontractors have been
cooperating and working well together,
Rose said.
In other items on the agenda, board
members accepted the resignations of
three classified personnel; Opal
Galloway, Gracie Walker and Caroline
Holland.
Bobbie J. Berrill, a music teacher at
North Calloway Elementary School;
was granted a leave of absence.
Donna Herndon, Vickie Travis and
Ramona Grant did not have their
contracts renewed.
Rhonda Schanklin, Laura Fenton and
Rhanda Lee Hagood were added to the
substitute teachers' list.
There also was discussion on the
calendar for the 1979-80 school year.
Fuel Adjustment Clause To Be
Decided Soon By Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The new
Energy Regulatory Commission is
expected to decide soon on its hottest
issue to date: the fuel adjustment
clause.
A Kentucky Utilities Co. spokesman,
who wants it retained, said Monday
that despite the "desperate hope" of
today's index

























Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the low and mid 50s. Becoming
partly sunny on Wednesday with
slight chance for afternoon
thundershowers. Highs in the mid
and upper 70s.
Winds, light and ,variable
tonight. Rain chances are 20
percent Wednesday.
i‘•
consumers, elimination of the clause
will not mean a return to cheap power.
Attorney Rick Newell made the
comment in response to a charge by
Terry McBrayer that .the fuel ad-
justment regulation is illegal, unfair
and inflationary.
Assistant Attorney General Glenda
Beard, who intervened on the con-
sumer's side in the case, said the
"sheer magnitude" of the fuel clause
cost is "mind-boggling."
The ERC is one of two new com-
missions formed April 1 from the old
Public Service Commission and, with
three full-time members, handles
electric and gas rates.
McBrayer, a Democratic candidate
for governor, and seven others filed the
suit asking abolition of the fuel ad-
justment clause and a return to KU
customers of all money collected from
it.
The fuel clause enables electric
utilities to pass on automatically to
customers the higher costs of coal
without a full hearing.
However, the PSC recently issued a
regulation requiring itemization of the
charges on bills.
McBrayer argued that the clause
encourages higher bills without
providing incentives for utilities to buy
fuel at the lowest possible price. .
He said it is unfair to customers
because it denies them the right to an
open hearing.
He said it is "an illegal exercise of
non-existent powers" because the PSC
in effect is prescribing a rate by
regulation.
Mrs. Beard agreed, saying that "the
General Assembly never enacted any
legislation on the fuel adjustment
clause {and) this was not an over-
sight."'
Newell asserted that theltiel la use is
"an essential ingredient" for KU,
which serves 322,000 customers in 78
counties. 
_
The clause has existed for two
decades, he said, yet nobody got upset
about it until the era of cheap power
ended about five years ago.
Wickliffe Homes Evacuated
WICKLIFVE, Ky. (AP) — For the
second time in a month, flooding on the
Mississippi River has forced the
evacuation of about 20 homes in a low-
lying section of Wickliffe.
'High water also covered more than
120.000 acres of farmland along the
Salute To Realtors
Is Published Today
&lest rftweArner teens possess is the gift of f
reedom...the right to
own and enjoy property in the greatest country 
in the world.
Yes, enjoy. ..a bike ride on a quiet street.. .a 
walk through the woods.. .a
swim in the lake.. .a jog through the park.. .or a 
family drive through the
countryside.
Whatever your pleasure, America stands re
ady and willing to fill the
of ours.
all you have to do is open the door and step out
 into this great land
f 
This week (April 15-21) is Private Proper
ty week across the country. It's
an annual celebration by REALTORS who want 
to remind you and your
family to enjoy the heritage of the land that is 
yoirrs.
During this week, The Murray-Calloway c
eunty Board of Realtors invites
you to discover the beauty of America.. to 
enjoy the land around you.. to join
folf with millions of fellow Americans in 
taking part in the riches offered by the
land.
elier The Murray Ledger & Times is 
publishing, along with today's regular
)0 edition, a special section devoted to 
the Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors. We invite our feeders to review the s
ection and jolifin the salute to
4,,tc our local Realtors. -
*'41 414,
Mississippi and Ohio rivers Monday in
far western Kentucky.
About a dozen mobile homes in the
Wickliffe Flats section were moved to
higher ground. No injuries were
reported.
The flooding seemed to be a rerun of
mid-March.
Monday's flooding came despite the
fact that water in Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley in western Kentucky 'was
being held about two feet below the
record height for the two lakes - 369.7
feet above sea level during the
Mississippi River flood of 1973.
— Stolen MSU Vehicle
. Found By Sparks Hall;
No Damage Reported
A Murray State University vehicle
reported stolen this•morning was found
parked in the 30-minute zone by Harry
M. Sparks Hall on campus, according to
Joe Green,. MSU security office
director.
The 1969 three-quarter ton Chevrolet
truck was reportedirlaS1 seen Monday
night at the Murray State biological
station, Green said. There was. 'no..
damage to the vehicle, he added.
Green seid there are.no clues to who
might futile stolen the vehicle.
1.
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Treatment For Psoriasis Is
Thought To Be Risk, Cancer
DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON 'AP) - Doctors
have found that an ex-
periniental treatment for
psoriasis increases the risk of
a niild torn, of skin cancer, but
they say most sufferers will
Probably be willing to take
this chance to clear up the
eoninion skin disease.
In a new study, researchers
found that people who
regeived the treatment, called
photochernotherapy, are
between two and three times
more likely than normal to
_have skin cancer.
The treatment, first
reported in 1974, is the most
effective method ever found
for 'clearing up the disfiguring
and sometimes disabling red
blotches of severe psoriasis.
Though it is still considered to
be experimental, the treat-
ment , was used on 35,000
Americans last year.
About two percent of all
.,Vnericans have psoriasis, a
genetic disease whose name is
derived from the Greek word
for itching.
:Robert SI Stern, who
directed the review at Beth
--fsiael • Hospital, said . the
patients' skin cancer is.mild
aird usually curable_
don't think these findings
rel3resent a setback," he said.
-Pd much rather have one of
Wise cancers than psoriasis."
:it, report on the research
was published today in the
gew England Journal of
Medicine.
.The treatment consists of
delies of ultraviolet light and
psbralens, medicine derived
frini a plant that grows along
the Nile.
*tern said the treatment
pipbably will not be cleared
b$:. the Food and Drug
Administration for widespred
*until doctors have finished
sOeral more years of follow-
uristudy.
Akin cancer is also caused
by sunlight, and Stern said,
-An American moving to
Australia and becoming a
fisherman is much more likely
to develop a skin cancer than
someone remaining in the
United States and having this
psoriasis therapy."
- For two years, the
researchers looked for side
effects in 1,373 patients at LS
medical centers. They found
that 30 of them, or about two
percent, got skin cancer.
H8Wever, the cancer was
most prevalent in people who
had received radiation, once a
common treatment for severe
psoriasis, or had had earlier
bouts with skin cancer.
The cancer rate was almost
four times higher in people
who had been exposed to
radiation and 10 times higher
in those -who had suffered
earlier skin cancers.
Because of this rate, the
study said, these people
should receive the treatment
"only if they understand the
risks and have disabling
psoriasis untreatable by other
means."
Stern added, "For patients
who have severe psoriasis,
compared with the alter-
natives, this treatment is still
the therapy of choice."
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL
18, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign: _
ARIES -
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 ) trit
The working hours may be
full of conflict, yet you're able
to come up with solutions
later, when you're not under
fire.
TAURUS "'( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Curb your temper about a
distant matter. Later, you'll
come up with an.. ingenious
proposal that will please all
concerned.
GEMINI
{May 21 to .Titne 20)
Stay cleat of controversial
ways of augmenting income.
Your best bet is to try your
ingenuity on a work-related
project.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
To avoid arguments with
ICY13:11









For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314











There is only one safe place.. 
ineach other:s arms.
14314sktilki*











close ones, you'll have to save
some time for them. Business
associates may not be quick to
follow your lead.
LEO
iJuly 23 to Aug. 22
Avoid friction with co-
workers. Surprise them by
having them over to your
place for a get-together. Close
allies are supportive.
VIRGO 
WP"(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) -a
Stay clear of controversial
subjects to make the most out
of a social situation. In the
evening, time devoted to
creative projects is rewar-
ding.
LIBRA 
A v*I'Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
To keep peace on the home
front, you might pick up a
srtiall gift. You can Catch
others off guard with a kind
word or two.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Co-workers or employees
may go along with your ideas.
Don't retreat into secrecy.
Instead find a different way to
express yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Avoid spending in haste.
Take time outto evaluate yotW_
needs. With investigation, you
may learn of a bargain or a
good deal.
CAPRICORN
-r-Dec. 22 • to Jam 19
The , best remedy. fo
aggravation now is to freshen
your horizons. Accept in-
vitations and seek new
avenues of entertainment.
AQUARIUS .0110
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) — ili
We careful of accidents
when --traveling about the
locality. Allow Sufficient time
for self-apalysis and you'll
come up with solutions.
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Avoid excessive spending
with friends. Find instead
mutually enjoyable en-
tertainments that are less
costly. Be innovative.
YOU BORN TODAY are
community minded and a
good administrator. Law,
politics, and public service
attract you and you are
concernest- with the- bet-
terment of mankind. At times
impulsige, you often scatter
your energies to Your
detriment. Strongly 'dramatic,
you'd make a good spokesman
for the cause you believe in.
Don't let your conservatism
keep you from thinking big.
You like to attract attention,
but sometimes do not mix well
with others. You'd succeed in




Mills, actress; and Leopold
Stokowski, symphony con-
ductor.
This /s Your Invitation To Hear
JOHN HOOVER
Mayfield,Rerifikly
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF
Gospel Meetings
April 15-20, 1979
SONG LEADER-JIM WINEINGER-PALESTINE, TEXAS
Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services - Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
5 MILES EAST OF MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN1 ROAD, HWY. 280
For Transportation Call 753-3629 or 436-2337 or 753-4661
Miss Cooper To Wed
Jose s h Ross Yates
Miss AnnaRvan Cooper
Joe Ryan Cooper of Murray announces the engagement
and approdching marriage of his daughter, 'Anne Ryan, to
Joseph Ross Yates of Louisville, son of Mrs. Jean T. Yates.
also of Louisville. Miss Cooper is the daughter of the late
LetriCia Outland Cooper.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter- of Mrs. Wilbert C.
Outland the late Mr. Outland and of Mrs. B. H. Cooper and
the late Mr. Coaper, all of Murray.
Miss Cooper graduated cum laude from Murray State
University where she was a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority. She is a recent recipient of a Master of Business
Administration from the University of Louisville. Presently
Miss Cooper is employed by the Fiscal-Court of Jefferson
County. .
'Mr. Yates graduated with honors. frbm the University of
Louisville where he was a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity. He-is currently a senior student at the University
of Louisville School of Medicine
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 9, at 2:30
p.m. at -the Douglass Boulevard Christian Church, Louisville.
HEALTH
Ai Definitely a heart attacktawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Is it
possible to have a myocar-
dial infarction and have pain
only in the shoulder, side of
the neck and arm? Also
fluttering and hard beating
of the heart without chest
pain. It was so diagnosed but
my husband has doubts that
it was a heart attack be-
cause in the 'seven -years
since I had this I haven't had
another attack. Thank God!
I've had a few symptoms
that I thought were an er-
ratic heartbeat with hurting
around the jaw and neck. My
electrocardiogram shows I
have an abnormal heartbeat
and left ventricular stop-
page but I usually feel well
for a woman of 71. I take
medicine for • high blood
pressure.
My father suffered a fatal
stroke.
DEAR READER - You
are right to be thankful that
you haven't had any further
attacks. Yes, you can very
definitely have a heart at-
tack manifested with only
Pain. in the jaw, neck or
shoulder or arm region.
In fact, there are many
people who have heart at-
tacks who have no signifi-
cant symptoms at the time
the attack occurs. Some-
times they may have mild
indigestion or some nonspe-
cific symptom that's so in-
nocuous that they're not
aware they're having any
real problem. Heart irregu-
larities which you describe
as fluttering commonly oc-
cur in the presence of heart
attacks. Heart pain often is
referred to the arm and
there may not be any pain in
the chest when you have
pain in the arm or the jaw.
It's rather interesting that
women are more inclinedlo
have angina pain with dis-
ease of the coronary arteries
than men. It seems like-men
Good Sam Club To Hold Campout At Piney
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will hold its
monthly campout at the Piney
Campground in the Land
Between the Lakes on Friday.
Saturday, and Sunday, April
20, 21, and 22,. with Dan and
Carol Kelly as wagonmasters
and B. C. and.Orpha Grogan
-asassistanto.. - -
On Satuefty-eeentng at-the -
Kelly -campsite a meal of
sandwiches and desserts and




Herndon, Dan, Carol, Kevin,
and Sean Kelly, B. C. and
Orpha Grogan, Gayle, Angel.
and Melissa Adams, Linda,
Gieg, and I.ori Rogers, Bill
and Norette Hill, J. B. and Jo
Burkeen. Jimmy, Sharon, and
Bowker at - assistants. .A Ginger Graham, Fred. and
potlack supper was served on Martha Butierworth, Tarry
'$miurclay_ evening. at, the and Anita Thurman and son,
-gowker----cassapsiza_._7:Sugh. -and_ Lame_ Wallace,




Marilyn, Gina. and Cheryl
Rudolph Howard, president,
urges all members and in-
terested campers to attend.
The March cammpout was
also held at Piney with Hunter'
and Winme Love as wagon-
masters and John and Joan
daughter, Bob, Susan, Bobby,
and Becky Peebles, John and
Joan Bowker, and Hunter and
Winnie Love.
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are a little more inclined to
have a clear-cut heart at-
tack with the symptoms we
usually ascribe to it and
women are niece inclined to
have transitory chest pains
without heart attacks. Of
courge, that's not a hard and
fast rule at all.
To give you more informa-
tion on what you might ex-
pect as a result of disease of
the coronary arteries, I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 2-10, Heart
Attack, Myocardial Infarc-
tion, Angina Pectoris. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, .P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
It's important that you
have a regular evaluation of
your medical status and that
you continue to take medi-
cine to control your high
blood pressure. Many people
who have had serious heart
trouble are able to live nor-
mal lives with a normal life
span. Such individuals usu-
ally improve their life style
to enable this outcome.
DEAR DR. LAMB --
.Would you please explain
the term -atelactasis•
LLL"? It was on a medical
record for an 82-year-old
person.
DEAlt. READER -
Atelactasis refers to col-
lapse of the lungs or a Wall
segment. It can occur in
patients with chronic
illnesses who are at bed rest
or as a complication of a
number of illnesses when the
person has to be at bed rest
The I.LL undoubtedly refers
to the left lower lobe so the
term as used probably re-
ferred to collapse of the left




Mrs. Pat Humphries has an
appliqued quilt on display at
the Public Library. The quilt's
design is "Tree of Life" and
over 700 individual pieces
were required to complete the
colorful applique involved.
Mrs. Humphries stated that it
took her almost two years of
working in her spare time to
finish the quilt which is sized
for a full-size bed.
Along with the handmade
quilt is an assortment of
patchwork pillows and quilted
pieces mac* by Mrs. Diane
Harris' fourth grade Social
Studies Class at Carter School.
Murray Senior Citizens helped
the class with the project. All
of the work is handmade with
the pillows being a variety of
shapes and sizes. Also in-
cluded in the display is a "tin
punched" Kentucky seal
made by one of the students.
"The public is welcome to
come by and see this colorful
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Tuesday, April 17
Spring Sports Outing,
sponsored by Murray High
Athletic Boosters Club, will be
at the practice field of the high
school at 6 p.m.
Willing Workers Class of
•Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Betty Gentry.
Coles Catiip Grind United
Methodist Church' Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter at 7 p.ni.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet with Mrs.
W. A. Cunningham at 7 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior trombone recital by
Dan Wright, Decatur, Ill, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell




Tennis Team will play Ten-
nessee Tech at' the University
Courts, Murray State.
Murray TOPS Club will




Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Annual banquet and lecture
by local chapter of Sigma Psi,
national science research
society, with Dr. James
Bowman, University of
Chicago, as speaker will be
held. The banquet will be at
6:30 p.m. in Room 228, Stewart
Stadium, and the lecture will
be in the Mason Hall
Auditorium, Murray State, at
7:30 p.m.
Members and rushees of
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the home of Vicki
Overbey for soup and sand-
wiches. Bowling will follow
the meal. -
Wednesday, April 18
Ladies Golf Tee Off Coffee
of the Murray Country Club
will be at 10 a.m in green






Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church. Women will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the parlor
of the church.
PIANO STUDENTS — Elizabeth Marquardt, left, and
Lori Schanbacher, right, recently tied in winning the 84
hour practice chart set up by Mrs. Linda Wright from
Septembers, 1978 to January, 1979. Elizabeth, the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gary R. Marquardt, is a fourth
grader at Southwest Elementary .schook- ten, the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Schanbacber, is an
_eighth gradet_..at. Murray Middle school. Coming in
second, third, and fourth respectively were Robeit
Marquardt, Rick Henninger, and Stacey Willett.





118 So. 12th — 753-0035
Wednesday, April 18
Episcopal Women of St.
John's Church will meet with
Cindy Hale, Ill South 10th
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
J N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
at 1:30 p.m. Dr. Edwin
Strohecker will be speaker.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon at the Oaks
Country Club with Essie
Caldwell and Mary Wells as
chairmen of the hostesses.
First United Methodist Men
will have a dinner at 6:30 p.n.,.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 6 p.m. at the church
with the dinner to be served by
Group IV of Christian
Women's Fellowship.
Wednesday, April 18
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Joint meeting of Hazel, New
Concord, and Hamlin Senior








sponsored by the Murray
State University Department
of Nursing, the continuing
education Committee, and the
Kentpcky Diabetes
Assatttion, willbe from 8:30
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in the Mason




Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, will be at 4:30
p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State.
Murray State University
Faculty Senate Elections will
be held from 8 a.m.-to4 p.m. at
the Waterfield Library.
Pacers Homemakers nub
will meet at the home of Fay
Jacks at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
fz:idge Hall. Highway 121
North:
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet-at 1:30 p.m. at •



































Be! A,r Shoppong Center
753 1 795
Children's Fashions
Hrs 9 6 Mon Sat
9 9 Fri
Thursday, April 19
Ladies' Day Kick Off Tennis
party for the Murray Country
Club will be at 10:30 a.m. in
the green room of the club,




Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet 4t 7 p.m. at
the church library with Emma
Sue Hutson as speaker.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6 p.m. with Henry
Fujton, Jirn-Clopton, Conrad
Jones, and Cecil Farris in
charge of arrangements.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. Ruth Ann
Hook at 9 a.m.
. .
BBaptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Bill Settle at 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 19
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion'
at 10:05 a.m., last lesson on
Consumer Buying by Frances
Brown at 11 a.m., lunch at.
noon, and table games at 1
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 2
p.m. at the club house with Jo
Curris as speaker.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the _Triangle
Restaurant.
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at the Ellis Center at
7:30 p.m.
Women's dual track meet_
between. Memphis State and
the Lady Racers will be at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 2:30 p.m.
Dr. J. N. Findlay,
philosopher from Boston
University, will deliver the
Clifton Slgsbee Lowry
Distinguished -Lecture in the
Humanities .at 8 p.m. at the
Student Ceder Auditonum,
Murray State. This is free and.
open to the public.
"Guys and Dolls," musical
fable of Broadway character's
and their haunts, will be
shown at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8 p.m.





Jo Curris, local attorney.
will be the speaker at the
meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held on
Thursday, April 19, at,2 p.m.
at the club house.
"Legal Documents
Important to Women" will be
the subject of the program,
according to Dorothy Jen-
nings, vice-chairman, who
along with Betty Boston,
chairman, urge all members
to attend.
Hostesses will include Ruth
Moffett, Carrie Crawford. and
Bess Lundquist.
UDC Chapter 11 ill
Meet Wednesday.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at tth•
home-- or Mrs:- --UOrrarci
Vaughn,-. West Main Street,
Murray, on Wednesday, April
18, at 1:30 p.m.
Guest speaker for the
meeting will be Dr. Edwin
Strohecker, Dean of libraries
at Murray State University.
The subject for the month is
"Children's Literature At the
Time of the War."
All members and interested
persons are invited, a
spokesman said.
PADUCAH PATIENT
' Recently dismissA from
Lourdes Hospital, Padarah.
was Paul I Assiter of Murray
'Dealt -4134.
By Abigail Van Buren
A Good Provider,
But Not With Sex
DEAR ABBY: I am 19 and have a year old girl. Her fa
ther
liked to sleep with me but didn't like the responsibility of b
e-
ing a father, so he. left. - -
I swore I'd never get involved with another man like 
him
again.
Now I have a man who is just the opposite. He wants the
responsibility of being a father but doesn'r like to sleep wi
th
me.
He's a businessman who says he's got business on
 his
mind constantly and never thinks about making love.
We've been living together for a year and he's slept w
ith
me only twice. He told me he doesn't think we wil
l ever
sleep together again. He's loyal, stays home most 
of the
time, doesn't drink, and is a good man. We work t
ogether in
his store.
Do you think we will make it together?
CONFUSED IN MASS.
DEAR CONFUSED: All that's necessary for two 
people
to "make it together" is for each to need the other. If y
ou can
live happily without sleeping with him, and he can li
ve hap-
pily with things the way they are, there's no reason why 
you
can't make it.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know the correct. wa
y to
wear my wedding ring set. Which ring goes on firs
t-the




DE-AR MRS. W.: The wedding band goes on first. I d
on't
know the reason for it, but I like to think that the wedding
ring is closer to the heart. - - •-
DEAR ABBY: When Randy first started to date, he'd say:
"The girl has no curfew, and I have to be in before SHE doe
s.
It's embarrassing."
Randy is our 16-year-old son, and I'd like to know whar
the
parents of teen-age girls are thinking of. _
We're not unreasonable, Abby. We ask Randy to leave 
the
girl's house at 10/p.m. on school nights and 1 a.m. an,
weekends. If he's going to be held up for any reason, all w
e
ask is a phone call.
This girl he has been seeing a lot of lately has just tur
ned'
16. She is under no restrictions on dating. Even 
whe4'
nothing special is planned, she asks Randy to come over 
and
just sit around. Needless to say, we are in a constant s
tate of -
worry. Our son has had a good upbringing, but eve
n nice
kids fall in love and get carried away. I'm afraid they'r
e play-
ng with fire. If Randy came to us and said he wanted 
to get
married before he finished his education, We'd be .heartsic
k.'
Abby, please, please tell parents of girls to help parent
s of
boys by curbing those dates arid long hours! We lo
ve our
children, and their well-being is the responsibility of 
both
sets of parents. If this is too long.to print, maybe y
ou can-,.
shorten it and say it better.
RANDY'Sy15RRIED PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: I couldn't have said it any better,
 and






in Offer Good at the following
• Burger Queen location:
• 
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Wedding plans have been
completed for the marriage of
Barbara N. Randolph,
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
Robert- E. Randolph of
Guthrie, to Steven W.
Smotherman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Smotherman of
Murray.
The Rey. Dr. Bill Whittlker
will perform the double ring
ceremony on Saturday, April
21, at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Presenting the music will be
Anita Underhill, niece of the
bride-elect, with Jerretta
Hardison as soloist. Jeanetta
and Paula Underhill, also
nieces of the bride-elect, will
attend the guest register:
The bride-elect will be
escorted down the aisle by her
brother-in-law, Randall
Underhill.
Nina Hathcock, sister of the
bride-elect, will be the matron
of honor, and Randy
Smothernson, brother of the
groom-elect, will serve as best
man.
The flower girl will be Robin
Randolph, niece of the bride-
elect, and the ring bearer will
be Ryan Randolph, nephew of
the bride-elect.
Joyce Underhill, sister of
the bride-elect, will be in
charge of the reception to
follow the ceremony. She will
be assisted by Sylvia Rick-
man.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Johnny Terry of Murray has
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says the trucking industry's
new wage pact with the Team-
sters Union does not violate the
White House's "voluntary"
wage guidelines of 7.5 percent
increase per year.
The Carter administration
also believes in the Easter bun-
ny.
Beauty, it is said, lies in the
eyes of the beholder. The
truckers and the union look at
the contract's numbers and see
a wage and fringe benefit boost
of 30 percent or a little more
over three years.
Administration inflation-figh-
ters look at the same numbers
and see a three-year increase of
22.5 percent, whictr(imagine! )
happens to equal 7.5 times
three.
You don't need three guesses
to know who's jerking us
around. The administration
simply bent its guidelines in
such a way as not to count part
of a new cost-of-living wage
boost and new health and pen-
sion benefits. Whether the ad-
ministration chooses to
recognize them or not, they are
real additional costs to the
trucking lines and will be
Low Down
Bs Jot. Crump
passed through to the consumer
in one way or another.
And the administration also
estimated the three-year in-
flation rate, and thus the three-
year impact of automatic cost-
of-living increases, at what
seems to be hopelessly low
rates.
It might be argued that, were
it not for administration
pressure to observe the
guidelines, the settlement
might have been even higher
and thus more inflationary.
While there's no way to prove
that one way or the other, that's
what inflation-fighter Alfred
Kahn is indicating.
Kahn may regret his boast.
The settlement has not yet been
ratified by the Teamster mem-
bership, and the drivers may
well resent his assertion that
the contract is not as big as the
1976 one ( in percentage, it may
not be, but in dollars it is much
bigger).
The White House is plainly
desperate to count the Team-
sters contract as a -victory"
for the president's wage-price
guidelines program. But in that
desperation it is becoming
more concerned with how






SENATOR JOHN TOWER 1Texas) ".
. . Yesterday we continued debate on
legislation to increase the temporary
debt limitation to the staggering sum of
$830 billion. At that time the Senate
.1 Ors_ 41 -an- amendment which would
have forced, for the first time, a
measure of discipline into the
budgetary process by making future
debt Increases, unless Senators feel
that extenuating economic cir-
cumstances dictate otherwise, Con-
tingent upon attaining ,a balanced
Federal budget. . .
"Rejection of those amendments is
an early warning signal to the public
that this congress is doing business as
usual. . .
"In committee after committee
hearinga_are being held on the alleged
need for more Federal spending across
the board. New programs are being
launched left and right. . . There is a
monstrous new Federal child care
program in the works, schemes for
socialized medicine in doses large and
not so large, and a multi-billion-dollar
expansion of wellari. Most ludicrous of
all, an attempt is underway to lift the
cap on the food stamp program,
thereby allowing its costs for fiscal
year 1980 to increase by well over $1
billion. .
"Whether or not the requisite number
of States eventually pass resolutions
calling for a Constitutional Convention,
it is obvious that a great many
Americans want more than just good
intentions when it comes to a balanced
budget... The simple way of balancing
the budget is to cut Federal spending
until we reach the level of our incoming
revenues. Not a bad idea. .
"There is not any Arab shiek that is
going to pick up the bill, I assure you, it
is going to be paid by the American
people. .
- "As American workers race to keep
up with the price spiral, it pushes them
Into higher and higher tax brackets. It
may be legal, "but it ain't nice.". .
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"The tax revolt is like a pot of Texas
chili. If you lock the lid on while it is
simmering, you will only bring it to a
boil. But let it simmer long enough, and
the powerful concoction will blow the
lid off.
"If the Senate tries to lock the lid on
the tax revolt by rejecting amendments
for a balanced budget and tax cuts, we
will be lucky if it is only chili we will be
scraping off the ceiling."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Congressmen are not going to cut
programs that will cost them votes. It
will take a law to force a balanced
budget. What new taxes will be needed
to support a National Health Plan?
Congressmen for the plan hope no one
will ask...
,leilswebt Syml
Letter To The Editor
Potholes!
Dear Editor:
It's that time of year again, the birds
are singing, flowers growing, bee's are
humming, and the pot holes are pottin"
Yes at almost every intersection, and
on Main & 12th, (in particular) the
street looks like a disaster area.
Time again to break out "the quick
patch road kit" and cover up these 'jaw
breakers and rim binders! Course it
beats nothing, but with taxes on the
rise, it looks like our city streets (Sr
county) could be kept in a better state
of repair, year round!
It's an election year, (next motitt)
maybe the voters and taxpayers will
elect people who will keep their word





Garrott's Galley B_,L11.4:.4 Yam itt
,When You Run Out Of Gas,
You Get-lt Where You Find It
•
It didn't surprise Barbara Erwin
when Hamp flew that jet down Main
Street at 200 feet back in 1950 as I wrote
about here a few weeks back. She knew
when she married him four months
later that she .not only was getting an
Air Force pilot for a husband, but also a
soul-seated airplane nut.
In the years that followed, and
wherever they were stationed, Hamp
spent most of his spare time visiting
airports within a 500-mile radius of
their base — not the big, commercial
airports. but the little, out-of-the was
strips like Murray's Kyle Field. It was
here, he said, that you found the people
who deep-down loved airplanes.
Barbara. of course, went along, and
in time learned all about such planes as
the Swifts, Navions, Stearmans.
Bonanzas, Luscombes, Cessnas, Wacos
and the like.
Hamp always had had a distastefC
attitute toward the big multi-engine
planes with their automatic pilots. He
prides himself in never having flown an
airplane with a really workab:e
automatic pilot. He loves the swift little
planes that you have to fly.
-4- ±
Six years after they were married,
Hamp found and bought, much to
Barbara's dismay, a Culver Cadet-. It
was the first of eight planes they were
to own at one time or another, including
the one they own today here in Murray
along with Jimmy and Patsy Fain
The Cadet was small, had two seats
and a retractable landing gear, and was
very fast. Red with black trim, it was
to Hamp — a thing of beauty.
Their daughter Anne, now with Union
Carbide in Paducah, was about a year
old at the time, and as Barbara would
fly-with Ramp in the Cadet, she would
hold Anne on her lap.
Although Hamp was a wing flying
gaiety officer and spent most of the
yyeek flying out of Gary Air Force Base
at San Marcos, Texas, they still flew
more on the weekend, flying all over
South Texas.
+4-4-
Thanksgiving afternoon of that year
— 1956 — they decided to fly over to
Kerrville, Tex., some hour and a half
flying titne away. The 'Mooney Aircraft
factory was located there. Its owner, Al
Mooney, was the man who had designed
the Cadet, and Hemp wanted to meet
him. Learning the plant would be open,
-a flight over there seemed like a great
idea.
As they prepared to leave, Barbara
asked her usual question, "Now,
Hampton, are you sure you have
enough fuel?"
"Yes," he replied, but at this par-
ticular time,- he had.., just had some
minor work done on the plane at a
flying service place in Austin, and he
wasn't satisfied With what had been
done. He wouldn't,--e-thought, stop
there as usual for fuel. After all, it was
only an hour's flight to Kerrville, and
the Cadet used only five gallons an
hour, or about 30 miles on a gallon. He
figured he had an ample supply.
Taking off with Barbara beside him
and little Anne in her lap, they were
almost to Kerrville when the engine
'sputtered. Barbara had known that
Hamp had become concerned about his
fuel supply from the way he kept
glancing at the fuel indicator and




Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
++4++ 
C•Tr+:+++++++++++++1178
The more affluent had settees plus the comforting porch rockers.:
At the same time the less prestigious found jostling comfort in .a
straight-backed cane chair thumping in rhythm to the tune of Passing
horse hoofs. The John NIeElrath residence at the corner of Poplar
and South 5th ,Street commanded the most dazzling porch furniture
in town with a swing propelled from afoot board, roomy enough
to accommodate two passengers coming and going, but, usually com-
manded by that beautiful young lady, Middle. .
, A gingerbread carpentry surrounded porches, indelibly identified
with the select few of the more -ostentatious homemakers. The Conn
Linn home and the Gatlin residence across the street on Main, were
superb' examples 6f lacy pop Ii handicraft, upstairs and downstairs.
Like the passenger pigeons, Hie ornate porches have vanished with
scarcely a vague remembrance pres'erved for posterity
The brass band's cryital clear notes would vacate any early
evening porch assemblage.' In si.amon, of course, piercing notes
strained to the farthest readies of Pool Town to Gilbert's Factory.
When an evening's concert began its hump-hump on the town Square,
folks_ started assembling, on the _square piazza. The early 'people
invariably referred to the musicians as the military band,,5b doubt,
a hand-me-down from the Civil War. Even so, there is no apparent
vestige of its existence during tr,t  War Between the States in this
"neutral" territory accommodating both sides of the scrap. - •
John Mc Meltian listed the early brass band members led, by
Thomas E. Coleman' as being, jmnes ifale, 0. T. Hale, Lee Cook
VVhitnell, J. M. Meloan; P11011i1S W. Patterson, Sher.wood Churchill,
B. T. Wells, Burl, Valentine, J. P. Jones and many others. Band
uniforms were resplendent with dripping braid as any' Murray .State
band in subsequent years, thus providing the incentive to doll-up as
a cocic-of-the-w,4Ik to blow their hearts out in merrimont.
• A band stand was erected vu the northeast angle of the court
yard to accoMmodate the tooter', and thum.pers, nearby the Con-
federate monument, after die turn of the century.. The mounted,
open-sided, circular band stand also aceommodated a resting Pice
p




When an airplane engine quits, they
say it is the "loudest quiet" in the
world, and Barbara, terrified inside,
recalls wrapping Anne _tightly in her
arms, closing her eyes and praying. "I
didn't want to see us crash," she said,
recalling feeling the Ow diving and
fully expecting to crash.
Hamp, however, was silent, busy
with the controls, and within a minute
or so, Barbara heard him lower the"
landing gear and softly exclaim,
"We've got it made' We've got it
made!" Opening her eyes, she found
the plane some 50 feet off the ground
and lined up with a wide Texas high-
way. The utility poles were flashing by
on each side like picket fences.
They touched down at about 90 miles
per hour — the Cadet not having wing
flaps — and landed fast. After a roll of.
some 1,000 feet with Barbara expecting
at any moment for a car or a truck to
come around a curve and smash into
them, Ramp calmly guided the plane
into a -handy filling station and braked
to a stop at the pumps.
. Climbing out, he nonchantly told tilos
speechless attendants, "Give me five
gallons, please."
"I'll never forget the expressions of
unbelief and amazement on the faces of
those attendants," Barbara laughed the
other evening, recalling the experience.
"I was so weak from the experience, I
couldn't move. I just squeezed Anne
and thanked God that we were alive.
I'm sure I also asked iiirn for the
strength to continue to live with my
airplane nutty husband." -
There were some near-misses in the
passing traffic as motorists gawked at
the Erwins' plane being refueled at the
roadside station, and some 'even
stopped to see what it was all about.
All ended well.
Barbara and Anne accepted a
back to San Antonio with a nice couple,
and Hamp — with the help of scime
motorists who set up road blocks —
calmly taxied the Cadet back out onto
the highway and roared off into the
wind and between the utility poles to a
perfect takeoff. 7 _
"We never did get to Kerrville






Rene' Dubos is a prize-winning
microbiologist who has turned in recent
yeats to a study of nature on a wider
scale. In his honk, A God Within
Scribner'S Sons, 1972), he offered this
assessment of the complexity of human
nature:
Every perceptive adult knows he is
part beast and part saint, a mix-
ture of folly and reason, love and
hate, cowardice and courage. He
can be at the same time believer
" and doubter, idealist and skepjic,
altruistic' citizen and 'SOMA
hedonist.
Dubos is an optimist. who' believes
that these various traits or tendencies
need not pull us apart. To the (*contrary,
he wrote
In a mysterious way, the Search for
identity and the . pursuit .of self-
selected goals harmonire opposites
and facilitate the integration of,
discordant human traits into some
sort of syorking accord.
Bible Thought
Who knoveeth whether thou art
come to the kingdom for such a
time as thisf Esther 4:14.
Esther was afraid, hut after prayer




Murray State University is one of
nine Kentucky colleges and universities
which have joined together to form The
University Press of Kentucky for the
publication of scholarly works, ac-
cording to Dr. Ralph A Tesseneer,
dean of the graduate school at Murray
State.
Deaths reported include Edward W.
Hutson, 93, Matt Morris, 75, and Mrs.
Lilhe AlbertaGore,57Dr  
Chapman, professor
of
business at Murray State University,





rrolo96p 77 9-70.held ita annual
roll call mad uniform inspection as a
part of the annual charter renewals
procedure. Second Class Scout Tony
Gardner won the "best dressed"
award.
Debbie Steele, Celia Simmons, Kathy
Lockhart, Mary Matarazzo, Olivia
Cook, Paula Owen, Darlene Stuart, and
Ruth Tuck of the Murray High Tri-Hi-Y
Club are attending the Kentucky Youth
Assembly in Louisville.
20 Years Ago
The Murray UOILS Club features
initiation ceremonies at meetings
throughout the year. Sixteen new
members have been added to the club
in the past 12 months.
Deaths reported include Graves
Williams, 78.
Holmes Ellis, Rotarian and Mayor of
Murray, gave a condensed report of the
city's progress at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was in-
troduced by H. T. Waldrop.
Kathleen Sprunger, Sally Sprunger,
Carol Quertermous, Dianne Larson,
Nancy Ryan, Lynette Lassiter, Susie
Outland, Kay Winning, Evelyn
Williams, and Eva Overcast are
Murray Senior Scouts working to raise
funds for the trip to Scout Roundup at
Colorado Springs in July, Their leaders
are Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and Mrs.
Everett Ward Outland.
The Murray Jaycees will feature the.
Btackwood Brothers of Memphis,
Tenn., and the Singing Speer Family of
Nashville, Tenn., in a concert on April
21 at the Murray State College
auditorium.
30 Years Ago
Robbie Jo Parks of Lynn Grove High
School was a participant in the Junior
High Poetry Reading at the Kentucky
Speech Festival held at Lexington. She
was accompanied by her teacher, Mrs.
Huron Jeffrey, and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Olive Parks.
"Go To Sunday School Day" has been
designated for May 1 over the state of
Kentucky. This year will be the 35th
annual observance of the day.
Rubie Smith, 'assistant professor of
education at Murray State College and
president of the Kentucky Branch of the
Asaociation of Childhood Education, is
attending the national ACE convention
in Salt Lake City April 18 to 24. tic
Members of the cast of the play, tn.
fa"Three Mtn On A Horse," to be
presented at the Murray State
University Theatre May 19,--20:and 21
include Katherine Wasson, Jim Ran-
dall, Rip Collins, Robbie Riley, Guy
Bockrnan, Mary Alice Opdyke, Ruth




Today is Tuesday, April 17, the 107th
day of 1979. There are 258 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1521, the Diet at
Worms, Germany, excommunicated
Martin Luther from the Catholic
Church after the former monk refused
to plead guilty to charges of heresy.
On this date:
In 1790, Benjamin Franklin died in
Philadelphia at the age of 84. _
In 1861, Virginia seceded from the
Union as the Civil War was beginning.
In 1941, Yugoslavia surrendered to
Germany in World War II, but partisan
forces continued to wage guerrilla
warfare.
In 1943;11.S: bombers.. hit Palerrnd,
Sicily.
In 1964, Jerrie Mock of Columbus,
Ohio, became the first woman to make
a solo flight around the world as she
landed her plane at Columbus.
Ten years ago: Jordanian immigrant
Sirhan Sirhan was convicted of first-
degree Murder by . Angeles
County Jury in the 1968 assassination ofSen. Robert Kennedy.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court opened the way for damage suits
against Ohio officials in the 1970 killingsat Kent State University.
One year ago: Huge- purchases of
stock by foreign investors helpecrpush
trading on the New York Stock
Exchange to a record volume for one'day of 63.5 nillllon shares. .
Today's birthdays: Newscaster
Rarry Reasoner is 56. Photographer,painter and writer Eliot Elisofon is 68.Film and theater director Lindsay
Anderson is 56.
Thought for today: There is no more
lovely, friendly and charming
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FIRST FLX11 / 6`t
INCORPORATING FEATURES OF BOTH the Swiss
Chalet and the A-frame, this three-bedroom house features
two-mtory glass that lets in light, with sliding glass doors
'opening to -the-deck-. There are 1,-1•95 squaret of living
armee on the firstafloor and 695 on the second. Flnore infor-
mation on Plan HA1095K, write—enclosing a stamped, self-
addressed envelope—to Derick 13. Kipp. architect. 48 West





Q. — I have been given a sec-
ond-hand, portable, saber saw
It is in good condition and
seems to work very well.
really don't know how I did
without one all, these years.
However. I alp having some
difficulty cutting perfectly
round circles. Is there stme
knack to thiV
A. — Not especially. Just buy
a circle-cutting attachment
•
- In buying a house, I no-
ticed while -shopping around
that some houses which seemed
far less livable than others
were priced much higher. Since
I had never looked at older
houses before with the intention
of purchasing one. I was some-
what surprised. Is there some
way to determine why • such
unexplainable differences ex-
ist"
A - In nearly all cases,
when a house appears to be. as
you put it, "less livable" than
others yet has a higher price, it
is because of the neighborhood
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repair, may cost far more in
one neighborhood than a new
house of comparable size in an-
other. Many persons seeking a
different residence will confine
their house hunting to a syngle,
particular neighborhood be-
cause they decided ahead . of
time, for whatever reason, that
they wanted to live there.
Q. --- After pricing some new
bedroom bureaus, we decided
to bring an old one upstairs
from the basement and refilnish
it. It is very dirty and messy.
If we clean it with denatured
alcohol, as a neighbor suggests,
can we then go ahead with a
valmish remover or will the al-
cohol react with the chemical
in the remover' And, of course,
are we correct in using dena-
tured alcohol in the first place'
A. — Denatured alcohol is of.,
ten used for that purpose. I re-
call using it myself years ago
and following it with a varnish
remover, — without any bad ef-
fects. If the remover is of the
flammable or volatile type, try
to use it outdoors. If not, be
sure there is complete ventila-
tion and no pilot lights or other
flames in the area. Better yet,
use one of the types- that are
less likely to cause trouble in-
doors. To back up a bit, it is
often advisable to wash the old
furniture with some lukewarm
water and a mild detergent,
rinsing it and drying it quickly
and thoroughly before aging the
alcohol.
The techniques of using var-
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, varnish remover, etc,,
are detailed ins Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wool) Finishing in the
Home," which can be obtained
. by sending 35 cents PI,US a
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope tekKnow-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest




Kohler Co. otters the Birthday Bath, a nostalgic blend of yesterday and today Size fee
t long
(1829mm) and. 37I•2 inches wide (953mm), with lustrous enameled interior bonded to 
cast
irbn, and smooth rolled rim. Availablein Antique Red, Black Black. Parchment and 
White.
with antique-style faucets in 24-carat gold electroplate or chromium, brushed or polished
Ball and claw feet in matching finish Pennington lavatory features similar antiqu
e-style
faucet. Toilet is Kohler s low silhouette Rochelle
There Are New Bathroom Fixtures
For Any Decorating Design Period
lithe word "bathtub" con-
jures up a mental picture of
a white 5' tub recessed into
the wall, you have a lot to
learn about plumbing fix-
tures.
Today , bathtubs are avail-
able in styles, sizes and colors
to meet almost every build-
ing or remodeling plan im-
aginable.
For example: Kohler Co.,
a leading pltunbingware man-.
- -elect ure r, of fers batht ubs in._
18 styles and 13 sizes. Some
models are available in as
many as 15 different color
choices. --
Where space is.at a pre-
mium, compact bathtubs 36"
by 42" Or 42" by 48 can
solve the problem. Or con-
sider specially designed cor-
ner baths with bathingareas
that provide maxiiiiim com-
fort in a minimum of space.
A luxury-length 6' bath of-
fers stretch-out bathing com-
fort. For the nostalgia buff.
there's a 6' long re-creation
of the classic cast iron rolled
rim bathtub with ball-and-
claw feet and antique-style
faucets.
Bathtubs range in height
from a water-saving 14" to
a more enjoyable 16". For
thin-deep steeping comfort.,
a bathtub that's 20" deep is
also available. Ideal for re-
modeling as well as new in-




bathing, select a bath that
is 32" to 36" wide. rather
than the usual 30".
Most conventional bath-
tubs have an "apron" or front
panel. For greater versatility
of installation, designers elim-
inated the "apron" on many
newer baths so that the fix-
ture can be installed any-
where in the room at any
height.
Built-in slip-resistant tub
bottoms and sturdy safety
grip handles bring added
safety to the bath.
Enameled cast iron is one
of the most popular — and
most durable — materials
for bathtubs. It offers the
advantages of extra strength.
depth of color, quiet security
and lasting value that home-
owners have come to de-
mand in plumbing fixtures.
One-piece fiberglass "Walls
'n All" bathing modules are
also growing -in pupularity.
They combine a 5' bathtub
with three waltslo form a
one-piece. seamless unit that's
easy to install, easy to care
for.
Bathtub colors range from
bold Black Black, offered by
Kohler, to Parchment. for
.subtle decorating beauty. In
betv7een are Fresh Green.
Pink Champagne. Antique
Red. New Orleans Blue,
Country Grey, Sunflower,
Expresso and many more.to





Dorothy Parker is never hap-
pier than when she is down in
the dumps.
That's because Mrs. Parker
has decorated her whole house
with items found in the clump,
, under the garbage and on the
sidewalks.
And in her new book, "Ms.
Pinchpenny's Guide to Interior
Decorating," Mrs. Parker
shows the reader how the old.
the broken and the obsolete can
be turned into useful, even
tasteful treasures.
While Mrs. Parker is a -firm
believer in old materials, she
has little use for old, cliched
gimmicks. Putting candles in
chianti bottles and turning
' wooden coffee mills into lamps
iEnot her, idea of the innovative
use of dcards.
"DtaT'conversions' are just
other forms of hackneyed trite-
ness," her bpok maintains.
"Sometimes," she warns,
"even the scavenger or do-it-
yourselfer lacks imagination in
his decoration. He uses every-
thing he finds or makes pre-
cisely as it is intended."
In the Parker home, then,
that coffee grinder may end up
as a coat-hook, while, those can-
dles stand in old coils of wire
or blocks of cork.
If those ideas seem odd, they
don't stand out in the Parker
guide — not in a book where a
section of. picket fence serves
as a headboard, a plastic dish-
drainer holds office files, and a
welcome mat serves as a bath-
room rug.
"If you want to become an
amateur interior designer on a
tight budget, loosen up your no-
tion of what things are for,".
the guide advises.
And remember, the book
adds, you can change not only
the function of a piece of junk
but also the junk itself. Don't
pass up an item just because it
doesn't fit your decorating
scheme perfectly. Remember
that color, finish or covering
can be changed, and most dam-
age can be repaired.
Indeed, according to Mrs.




In Shop. Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
DIAL 753-0839
CARLOS BLACK JR. &SON
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.
in the Dumps
is often minimal. She says
Americans have an odd, even
disturbing propensity for throw,
ing away furniture and knick-
knacks with only one piece
missing, "and the piFEVis usu-
ally not all that vital or irrepla-
ceable."
A perfectly good udbolstered
chair, for example, may be put
out for the trashman simply be-
cause it lacks one four-inch leg,
which is no big project to re-
place, she points out.
Of course, useful- items may
be found not only in your neigh-
bor's trash, but in your own, as
well, the guide says. An old
bedspread may become new
curtains, and an aged table-
cloth can be turned into 'pillow-
cases or a mattress cover for a
baby's bed.
And for Mrs. Parker herself,
"a length of burnt-orange twill
has been a cape, a pillow
sham, a blouse, and, finally,i
collection of pot holders."
The guide teaches that inge-
nuity may be used not -only to
create but to camouflage, and
so for Mrs. Parker, an imper-
fection is an invitation. 'For in-
stance, if floorboards are rotted
in one spot, rather than putting
doWn a new floor, pull up the
rotted section. Next sink a win-
dow box or metal trough into
the hole. Either of these can be
used to hold plants or a collec-
tion of shells and rocks, the
guide advises.
In her book, Mrs. Parker
tells the reader how to apply a
scavenger's skills to furnish,
decorate and maintain every
room in the_house. Additionally,
each chapter is sprinkled with
how-to guides that teach the
reader to build everything from
a bunk bed to.a sofa.
And, of course, if the reader
wants to know how to make a
chair out of a pickle barrel, or
a lamp out of two colanders,





Using a dimmer on a light
will save on electricity, unless
kou have a very old style
dimmer. It's true that dim-
mers once saved little or no
energy because they worked .
on a resistance principle, hut
the new solid-state dimmer4
commonly sold to homeown-
ers are close to 100 percent.
efficient. Technically known
as silicon control rectifiers.
the sohd-state dimmers
by knocking down the volt
age so that little, if ari.
electricity is' drawn beyond
that needed for the fixture
GALLERY ACQUIRES
NEW LANDSCAPE
WASHINGTON (API — The
National Gallery of Art has ac-
quired a landscdpe by the
Dutch artist Janilian Goyen.
The,' View of Dordrecht from
the Dordtse Kil," signed and
dated 1644 is the first Van Go-
yen painting to enter the Gal-
lery's collection.
i "Ms. Pinchpenny's Book of
, Interior Design," by Dorothy




Bits of information that may
be interesting or helpful or
both:
Sandpaper contains no sand.
It has any one of several other
materials, depending on the
kind you purchase. So-called
flint sandpaper is usually the
cheapest and has many uses in
light work. Garnet paper is
fairly hard and tough, and is a
good, all-purpose abrasive for
the woodworker. Emery paper
is even tougher, which is why it
is used sio much on metal. Ex-
tremely hard are aluminum ox-
ide And silicon, whicb,.can tie
used on woods and metals and
which will stand up under
heavy-duty power sanding.
While many holes in pipes
can be patched, an opening
which is the result of corrosion
is likely to be the forerunner of
other holes, especially in the
area of the first break.
Despite the thousands of pre-
cautionary statements about
the necessity of turning off the
water before making certain
repairs, many persons forget to
shut off the valves especially as
a preliminary to replacing fau-
cet washers.
When using a spacklingte  m-
pound or any similar pa ng
material, be sure to read the
label on the container to see
whether the repaired area must
be primed before the appli-
cation of paint or other finish-
es.
Home owners in warm, hu-
mid areas now can buy asphalt
roof shingles with fungus- and
algae-resistant white granules
designed to help white roots
stay white longer.
There is sometimes a little
confusion over the difference
between mortar and grout with
reference to the installation of
ceramic tiles. The material
that bonds the tile to a surface
is usually known as mortari
that which fills the spaces be-
tween tiles is called grout..
In selecting resilient floor
tiles, remember that light col-.
ors reflect more light, making
things seem larger than they
are: dark colors absorb light,
making things look smaller and
heai,ier, and colors always
seem stronger when applied to
a large surface
If you intend to place miner-
al-wool butts or blankets or oth-
er insulation on floors above
cold spaces, R-19 is recom-
mened for homes in the north-
ern half of the United States
and for homes in the southern .
half that are heated by oil or..:
electricity. Otherwise, R-11 is
usually sufficient. The "R"-"
numbers stand for resistance to *..',
heat loss 'In cold weather or'-"--
heat gain in hot weather and
are more accurate than inches •
as a means of designating in-
sulation performance. ..
Do-it-vourselfers will find '
much valuable information in • ,
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained ..by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box ,
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
Beale Hardware, Inc.
"Since 1897"
For All Your Hardware Needs
Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
Closed All Day Saturday
Special Prices On
Farm Gates - Paints - Chain, Etc.
• Fence Wire & Steel Post
Ph. 753-1543 214 Main
Buy the first microwave.kr
cook a complete meal all at once.
Now$39900
Model 515 Suggested Retail Price
Now you can cook 1.2,3 foods.. even a •
complete meal, all at once. Breakfast,
lunch or dinner—with Litton',,s
Meal.ln-One"' microwave.
• Meal-In-One cooking system is unlike
ordinary microwave ovens.
• Microwaves enter from both sides.
Surround and cook foods more eVenly.
• Memorymatic microwave program
cooking, with 4 memories, changes time
and cooking speed automatically.
• Vani-Coole variable power oven control.
• Vari-Temp" automatic temperature control
with food sensor.
• Solid state touch controls.
• Convenient Step-Save? timer.
411_ pefrost for fast, one-step defrosting
• 1.5 cu. ft. interior.
• Free demonstrations.
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The REAL Ricky Ray? MIT
And Throwing, Says Gottfried
There were two Ricky Rays on las
t year's
Murray State football team.
There was the Ricky Ray that complete
d 11 of 28
pa..sses Against .. Middle. Tennessee to s
pur a 33-7
romp over She Ohio Valley COnference 
rival. • - -
Then there was the Ricky Ray that 
was in-
tercepted three times within a fiv
e-minute period
against Western Kentucky in a 14-6 l
oss to the
Hilltoppers that ended the Racers' 4-7 se
ason.
Midway through his team's spring work
outs,
Racer Coach Mike Gottfried thinks the
 REAL
Ricky Ray is beginning to stand up and b
e noticed.
"He has accepted the fact that he's going t
o have
to fight for the quarterback spot," Gottfr
ied said




So is that good news or bad news for Ray?
 "It's
good for me, definitely," said- Ray, a 6-foo
t native
of Owensboro who is a sophomore acade
mically
but a freshman on the field. He was 
redshirted
during the 1977 season.
al can't sit back and relax; I have to rea
lly put
out: -Ray says. Though Mike Dickens is 
gone —
competitively, at least; he's working with
 the
receivers this spring — Ray is being pushe
d by
Bryan Crall, a transfer from Rock Valley 
( Ill.)
Junior College. •
Others competing for the signal-calling sp
ot are
Freddy Fiveash, a freshman from T
oronto,




Assistant Coach Dan Walker, who is in cha
rge of
the quarterbacks, admits he is pleased wit
h the
progress of his corps, particularly with that of 
Ray
and Crall.
"They are both looking good," said Walker
. And
-Ray's Misfortune against Western Ken
tucky?
Well, both Ray and Walker admit it was a lear
ning
experience it best.
"Things just got worse and worse during t
hat
game," Ray recalls. "I think my biggest p
roblem
was not being able to read the defense. Th
at's
what I'm concentrating on this spring. And I 
got a
Ricky Ray
little shook up, too. I hope that's just 
inex-
perience."
"It's something he just has to forget," Wa
lker
said. "You have to do some erasing a
t some point
about the past, and that's what Ricky ha
s to do
with that gams*. Just Make a mental noteo
f it and
file it away."
Ray thinks Gottfried's approach to thi
s year's
spring workouts — a relaxed attitude — •
 is a
genuine help to him. "It's very competi
tive, but
everyone has thingS in the right perspect
ive."
I think football programs make a mistake 
when
'an assistant coach has. say, quarterbac
ks AND
receivers under him," said Gottfried, a
 quar-
terback himself at Morehead-during his col
lege
days. "It's obviously an important p
osition."
Fans will get their first chanhe to see Ray,
 Crall
and the rest of the Racers Frid
ay night at
Mayfield High School. Murray will scri
mmage at
7:30 p.m. —the first of three such events p
lanned.
There will be no admission charge.
Gottfried says hi is taking a wait-and-see at-
titude about the status of offensive li
neman Mitch
Nelson and wide receiver Keith Swearing
en.
The two were arrested along with 17 
others in




Swearingen's charge — criminal att
empt to
traffic in amphetamines — is a 
Class A
misdemeanor. He will go on trial May 1
6.
Nelson, charged with a Class C felon
y, traf-
ficking in cocaine, will face a prelimin
ary hearing
April 30.
''We will wait until its out of the courts
 before
making a decision." Gottfried said.
Nelsan, a sophomore. saw extensive ac
tion at
offensive guard last season—while Swe
arihgen.
also a sophomore, played_ in all 11 
games and
caught 10 passes f,d• 175 sards and a touch
down.
Lynn's Still Hitting, But Boston Upended
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
While Fred Lynn continues
to crack pitches, Toby Harrah
is just happy to break the ice.
I've been hitting the ball
hard all yeMr and coming up
with nothing," said the
Cleveland Indian third
baseman after finally seeing
one of his shots turn into
something.
American League
Harrah hit a two-run homer
Monday to help the Indians
take a 4-3 decision over the
Boston Red Sox.
"It was just a matter of
-time." added Harrah, who
incidentally accounted for his
team's first homer of the year
as well.
The same might have been
said of Rick Wise, who won his
first game of the year after
two losses.
"It's been a long time for
that win," noted Wise. "It just
feels gratifying."
Lynn, meanwhile, continued
his home run assault, hitting
i:Us fifth of the yo-ung season —
all of them off Cleveland
pitching. ,
In other*American League
games, the Detroit Tigera beat
the Kansas City RM1's 10-4;
the Chicago White Sox stopped
the Toronto Blue Jays 8-4 and
the Oakland A's trimmed the
Seattle Mariners 4-2.
Harrah's two-run shot keyed
a three-run fifth that provided
the Indians with their winning
margin. Wise surrended six
hits before getting relief help
from Sid Monge in the
seventh.
Tigers 10, Blue Jays 4
Steve Kemp, Aurelio
Rodriguez and Alan Trammell
drove in two runs each to lead
Detroit. over Kansas City.
Kemp had a two-run single in
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added a double and a single.
Rodriguez singled in a run in
the third and knocked in a run
in the seventh with a groun-
d-er. Trammell singled in two
runs in the seventh.
Kemp's 3-f or-5 perfortnarice
improved his batting average
to a lustrous .467.
White Sox 8, Blue Jays 4
Alan Bannister, Lailfr.c...
Johnson and Bill Nahoro&y
eath smacked two-r.s
doubles as Chicaso
for seven runs in the seve7:::i
inning to beat Toronto. Ro:F.:e 
Randy Scarbery picked up :•.e
vittory in relief -in his nw(r.r
league debut.
A's 4, Mariners 2




By the Associated Press
BOSTON — Hometown boy
Bill Rodgers, the superstar
marathoner with a fiery will to
win, has renewed his claim to
the elusive title as the world's
top runner of the grueling road
race.
-I could taste that third
win," the 31-year old former
school teacher . said Monday
after wearing down Japan's
TosfOliko Seko to set an
American record in winning
the 83rd Boston Marathon. "I
didn't want someone to take it •
away."
The 5-foot-9, 128-pounder
from Melrose, Msass.,. ran
away from Seko on the famed
"Heartbreak Hill" to win his
third Boston event in 2 hours, 9
minutes, 27 seconds. It broke
the U.S. record he set in 1975,
winning his first Boston-race
in 2:09.55.
The victory ponday, by 45
seconds over Seko, was a
near-breeze down the
homestretch through cold
rain. 'Widgets won the 1978
race in 2:10.13 by only two
seconds over Jeff Wells of
Dallas in the closest 26-mile,
385-yard event on record.
Seko, a 23-year-old college
student' in Japan, and the
winner cif the Fukuoka
International Marathon in his
homeland last December, ran
with Rodgers. for ' 20 miles
before his legs went numb non
the third of a brutal series of
hills in Newton, Mass.
Rodger, who has won the
Fukuoka. race along with
back-to-back victories in New
York City's young ,but
prestigious -marathon, was
beaten by Seko last Decem-
ber.
On the run from rustic
Hopkinton to Boston. Rodgers
said athletes tend to get
overconfident. explaining, •
-You have to restrain sour-
self. -And you have to make
your move at the right time::
- For the victorious Con-
necticut native, now operator
_of a running store located
along. the Boston Marathon
route, that Charge came as
Sekawas struggling uphill.
Rodgers blasted 15 yards
ahead on the big in' line and
widened his lead Police
escort motorcycles had to
move quickly to stay ahead of
the hard-driving c haniplon,
whose goal is to sin an
Olympic gold medal at
Moscow Olympics. •
Seko finished 200 9r!is
- behind in 2:10.12, follrowed tw.
ttobert Bodge, . a Greater
__Boston Track Club stahtemate
of Rogers, in 2;12,30, Veteran
Tom- Fleming of Bloomfield,
N.J., a two-time Roston
runnerup, was the early
pacesetter
Joan Benoit, a .Ii!rudoin.
College senior from firun-
swick, Maine, Woo the
women's division race. set!o•,,
a record in dominating a
• of mowa-than 500 in 2 1:).V,In
a special wheelchair race for
20 handicapped persons. Ken
Archer, 30, of Akrort.
won in 2:38.59 over
, regulation course.
Canada's Jerome Itra,.!•,,,
who won the Boston ra-o
2:14,46 two years ato, ,
for I I th place - oni•
slower than in 1977 And
Olympic gold medalistirrank
Shorter from Boulder, colo
• finished 79th in 2:21.56.
.rrIV• Em
Lelia V. Reed's name should not have appeared in the
sheriff's sale published in Monday's edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times. It appeared through an error
by the mortgage company
..hits of the season, including a
g'ame-winning triple in the
fourth inning, as Oakland beat
Seattle. . Piglet°, the A's
shortstop, was 0-for-72 before
he singled' in the second in-
ning. In the fourth, his triple to
rightcenter scored _Mike
Edwards from third base,
breaking-a-1-1 tie, and Picciolo
came home on a. passed ball
by catcher Bob Stinson.
the
Murray Ledger & Times
Brad Taylor delivers M the fourth inning of yesterday's 4-3 victory over Marsh
all County.




By the Associated Press
C I .A RKSV I LLE , Tenn. -
Austin Peay's Rob Long and
Middle Tennessee's Chris Hall
each shot par 72 as Austin
Peay won the Ohio Valley
Conference western division
golf championship.
The Governors totaled 293
Monday compared with
Middle Tennessee's 300. -
Western Kentucky finished
third at 302 and Murray State
was fourth at 310 in the fourth
annual tournament played
over the Swan- Lake golf
coittse.
The Governors' Tim
Budreaux carded a 73 and
Austin Peay's Chip Hall and
Richard Smith and Jim
Bagardi of Western Kentucky
recorded 74s.
Finishing at 75 were John
Powers of Middle Tennessee
and Tom Urti and Ken Perry
of Western-K ent uck-y,•-% • _
Brian McDonald, piu Berg
and Tom Fischer all shot 77s
for the Racers. Larry Patton
had a 79, and Don Martin
finished with an 82.
East, Calloway
Program Underway
The East Calloway summer
baseball prograth is now
registering youths through
May 4 for the upcoming
season. The program is
comprised of four leagues: 1-
3 all ages 6-71, Prep League
(8-10), Little League (10-12)
and Pony League 02-15
For more information,
contact Bob Allen at 753-9972
or 753-2948.
WINNERS — Pictured from left are I. J. Mulloney, Ford
s Louisville District Light Truck mgr., Carlos Jones, Donna
Pinkston, Louisville Zone Representative, David Parker, lam
es Parker, John Parker, Don Chrisman, John Hutchins, Joe
Rowland, and Ron Wright. (Bottom Row) Ed West, Paul Gar
land, and tarry Scott. Not pictured is Joe Parker.
NO. 1 in Louisville District
• March' Truck "Champs"
and Trophy Winners
Congratulations to ParkerFord, Inc. Murray, Ky. for an out-
standing Truck Sales per once in March.
The "Truckers" in Murray accomplished 106.5% of their
110% truck objective and proved they know how to sell
trucks. Their truck sales accomplishment represented a 44%
increase in truck sales over March 1978.
J. J. Mulloney, Louisville District, light truc
k mgr. and Don-
na Pinks ton, Zone Represent
ative of Louisville came •to
Murray and at a country ham breakfas






























" High School Baseball
Lakers Dump Fancy Farm
Fancy Farm may well have
said the game was one big
error, but Calloway County
Coach Joe Stonecipher knows
his baseball team's first
victory was no mistake.P.- •
a' "This was one we really
-needed:" said SteneciPher,„ ,
after the takers capitalized on
six Gopher errors to grab a 9-4
victory yesterday at the City
Park.
Calloway County hosted
Trigg County to a single
contest today at 4 p.m.
Dan Key, who came on in
relief of starter Ricky
Garland, shut out Fancy
Farm over the final four in-
nings to pick up his and the
Lakers: first victory.
;O.
Murray High catcher Jotui Denham tags out Marshall County's Mike Vaughn during yesterday's game at Holland
Stadium. Denham later drove in the game-winning run for a 4-3 Tiger victory. 
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Lee Two-Hits Chicago; Forsch
Pitches Houston Past Dodgers
By the Associated Press
. MONTREAL —1,efthander
Bill Lee of the Montreal Expos
may be the subject of off-field
controversy, but there's no
disputing the way he handles
himself on the field.
Making his home debut at
Olympic Stadium, the ,3,2-year-
old hurler came within two
singles of a no-hitter Monday
as the Expos . blanked the
Chicago Cubs 2-0.
National league
Lee recently was fined $250
by Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn for discussing his
use of marijuana, but left that
issue behinds he on his first
game of the season.
Lee was far from charitable
to the Cubs Monday. He lost a
perfect 'game with one out in
the ,sixtb....orLfiarry Foote's
Single. The only other safety
off Lee was a ninth-inning
base hit by Bill Buckner.
In the Only other National
League game Monday,- the
Houston Astros defeated the
Los Angeles Dodgers 4-0.1:tain
postponed Philadelphia at
Pittsburgh.
The first hit off 1,ee was a
controversial one. Ellis
Valentine claimed that he
caught Foote's sinking liner,
but umpire John Baird ruled
that he trapped the ball.
The Expos got the only run
they needed when Warren
Cromartie hit a home run in
the first inning off Mike
KrukoW. Gary Carter's RBI
single gave Lee an insurance
run and chased Krukow, who
struck out 10 and walked one
in 61-3 innings.
Astros 4. Dodgers 0
Ken Forsch hurled a five-
hitter to lead Houston over 1,os
Angeles. Forsch, who pitched
a no-hitter April 7 against
Atlanta, did not allow, the
Dodgers a hit until two were
out in the .fifth inning, when
. Dusty Baker and Rick Mon-
day hit consecutive singles.
The. Astros scored two runs
in the first inning against loser
Don Sutton on a walk to Terry
Puhl, a triple by Jeff Leonard
and a single by Jose Cruz.
















San Diego 4 7
- Tuesday's Games
New York 4Zactiry 2.0 at Montreal
• Grunsley 1.0)
St.Louls IDenny I-) • at Chicago • Holtz-
man 0-11
Philadelphia • Carlton 1-li at Pittsburgh
(Blyleven 0-11.4n •
Atlanta I McWilhami 1-1) at qncinnati
• Hume 141, (n)
San Francisco 41thepper 1.0i at San



















































2 CALLCO RA/ IK BUM 1
41 LBW NONE P1/I1
80vis
9 825
Save $8.25 On 2 Gal.
Wicker - Bamboo - Mirrors - Bird Crystal - Un-
finished Furniture - Bathroom Accessories -
Fireplace Accessories - Paint - All Tools
Light Fixtures 50% OFF
Carpet-Vinyl...We Install & Measure
* All Estimates Free *












Amnesia& 7 2 .77$
California 7 3 .70
Kansas City 5 -4 .565
Seattle 5 7 .417
Chicago 3 6 .331
Oakland. 2 9 .132
Monday's Games
Cleveland 4 Boston 3
Detroit 10, Kansas City 4
Chicago 8. Toronto 4
Oakland 4. Seattle 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
-TeX-as (Jenkins 20, at Cleveland Waits
1-1)
Kansas City iSplatorff i-ti at Detroit
• Rozeita 0-1 )
Baltimore (Flanagan 0-14 at New York
(Guidry 014
Milwaukee 4Ham s 0-04 at Boston •,,Torret
04)
California 4Ryan 1-1) at Minnesota
4Goltz 1-11
Chicago • Barrios 04) at Toronto Un-
derwood 0-1)






















Best ol Seven Series
F.astern Conference
Sunday's Game
-San Antonio 1191 Philadelphia 14e
Tuesday's Game
Philadelphia at San Antonio
Friday's Game
San Antonio at Philadelphia
Suixiay's Game
San Antonio at Philadelphia
Thursday, April 26
Philadelphia at San Antonio. if
nary
Sunday, April 29
San Antonio at Philadelphia, if
sary
Wednesday. May 1
Philadelphia at San Antonio if n'-
nary
Sunday's Game








Atlanta at Washington, if necessan
Friday, April 27
Washington at Atlanta if neeessar,
Sunday. AprIl 29
Atlanta at Washingtco, if necessir,
Western Csalereace
. Tuesday's Game
Kansas City at Phoenix
Friday's Game
Phoenix at Kansas City
Sunday's Gam.
Kansas' City at Phoenix.
Wednesday, April 25
Phoenix at Kansas City
Friday, April Ft
Kansas City at Phoenix. TBA, if r
nary
Sunday, April 11
Phoenix at Kansas City, if necever,
Tuesday. May 1
Kansas City at Phoenix, if neceux-,
Tuesday's GlION
I AA Angeles at Seattle
Wednesday's Game
Ion Angeles at Seattle
Friday's Game
Seattle at Los Angeles
, Sunday's Game
Seattle at Ion Angeles
Wednesday, April 25
(41 Angeles at Seattle if neoesw‘ •
Friday, April Tf
Segni() at Ion Angeles. T4.ner'
wiry
Sunday. AprO 29






4 Eddie Requarth, us
Thomas Kendall, 2b
Bruce Taylor, lb. c
Brad Taylor. p
Mark Denham, ph
2 John Denhiun, c
3), —Jeff Kursave, lb
4 Alan Gibbs, ft --









Calloway, 1-1, lost to Reiciland
two weeks ago.
Fancy Farm scored three
times in the first inning, but
Tim McAlister scored from
second in the Laker second
inning when Kelly White's line
drive was mishandled.
Moments after stealing third,
White came home on a passed
ball to pull Calloway within 3-
2.
Errors coniributed to more
Laker scoring after the
Gophers added another run in
the third to make it 4-2.
McAlister-and Keith Edwards
reached on a walk and a hit,
respectively, and both ad-
vanced a base on another wild
pitch.
Still another wild pitch
enabled McAlister to score,
and, when the catcher let a
third strike get away,
Edwards raced hot'ne to knot
the score.
While Key was shutting the
door on the visitors, his
teammates were 'flooding the
gates with runs. After Don
Hargrove singled down the
line -to open the fifth and
McAlister doubled to right
center, Edwards brought
them both home with a single
over short.
_.tdwarcis went to second on
Shawn Simmons' single, and
Tonseutive wild pitches
enabled him to score. Sim-
mons came home moments
later on Kenny McCuistons
single.
Garland and Key combined
to strike out 10 Gophers, and
the Lakers outhit Fancy Farm
8-4.
Calloway Camay 9, iaiey Farm 4
ab r It t•
Kflial Br  1 0 0 0
Kenneth McCuiston, et 4 0 1 1
Ricky Garland, p, If 4 0 1 0
Don Hargrove, rf 3 1 1 0
Tun McAnter, lb 1 3 1 0
Dun Rogers, If 1 0 0 0
Keiti,Edwards, Sb 1 2 2 2
Shawn Sunmons. lb, ss 3 1 1 1
Kelly White, c 3 2 0 0
Marty McCuistan.2b 3 0 1 0
Dan Key, p 2 0 0 /3
Totals 26 9 8 4
Fancy Farm 25 4 4 1
Fancy Forth 901 000- 0-4 -I 6
Calloway 020 205 x - 9 8 3
Calloway Pitching
r or h so tit,
Ricky Garland 3 3 2 2 4 4
Dan Key W, 1-414 4 4 0 3 6
Denham's Hit Keys Tigers
It may be the longest single
he will ever have, but none can
be any more satisfying.
With Bruce Tayior
representing the winning run
at third base, Murray High
catcher John Denham
cracked a drive far over the
centerfielder's head, Taylor
scored and the Tigers grabbed
a 41 victory . over Marshall_
County at Ty Holland Stadium.
yesterday afternoon. - -
4.•
Murray, now 3-1, hosts
Mayfield to a 4 p.m. contest
Wednesday. Marshall County
fell to 1-3,
Brad Taylor was cruising
Along with a two-hitter and a 3-
1 advantage through six in-
nings, but two walks and a hit
loaded the bases with two outs
in the seventh.
That left it up to Marshall's
Billy Presson, who beat out an
ground ball to the left side that
allowed one run to score. And
Nick Darnell beat the throw to
Denham at the plate to score
Murray 4, Marshall Co, 3
ab r It bi
4 1 1 0
4 1 3 0
4 1 3 2
3 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
4 0 1 1
0 0
1. 0 1 0
. 1 0 0 0
0000
1 1 0 -0
1 0
20 11
28 4 10 4
26 3 5 0
101 100 1.4 10 3
100 MO 2 - 3 5 0
Pitching





7 3 0 5 8 6
Banquet Tickets
Are Still On Sale
Tickets for the April 26
Calloway County High School
basketball banquet will be on




Tennis players have until
April 25 to sign, up at Den-
nison-Hunt Sporting Goods for
the Murray Tennis




All youths who plan to play
Little League baseball should
sign up • for the upcoming
season from 5-6 p.m. April 18
or 19 at the first pavilion in the
Murray-Calloway County
Park. -
To register, players must
have proof of their birth iAug.
1, 1966 to July 31, 19681 and pay
the $15 registration fee.
Managers and coaches for
'the league are also needed.
0 
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Sebscribero urge Ana sot
retorted Heir hogooe-def voted
telly M The Moony Ledger IL
rows by 5:30 p.m. Memisy-
Soidey et by 3:30 p.m. as
Seterderyo ere gorged te esO
753-1116 betwegFe 5:30 p.m.
sad 6 p.m., Mogoloy-Fradey, or
3:314 p.m. mod 4 p.m. %atm-
gieyo, te broomo delivery el Sao
11•Wepiii••• Calls nest Ise
Wiwi by I p:oo weekdays Sc
4 PAL Soterdeys to goereortee
"Sc?.
the tying run.
The Tigers wasted no time
in their half of the inning,
though. After Bruce Taylor
doubled with no one out, he
went to third on a groundout
before Denham's game-
winning hit, which was scored
as just a single since the game
ended when _Taylor crossed
the plate.
The Marshals scored in the
first inning when Dan Jackson
walked, went to third on two
wild pitches and scored on
Darnell's single.
But Murray tied the score in
the bottom of the frame when
Eddie Requarth reached on an
error, went to third on Thomas
Kendall's double and scored
on Bruce Taylor's single.
The Tigers took a .3-1 ad-
vantage-by scoring single runs
over the third and fourth in-
nings. Kendall tripled _with
none out in the third and
scored on another Taylor's
run-scoring hit.
In • the fourth, Scott Hill
walked; stole' second and
came home on Bill Milton
ground single to center.
Marshall Coun%treatened
in the fourth inn g when 4
loaded the bases with only one
out. But Taylor induced a
popup and a groundout to end
the frame.
Kendall, the Murray second
baseman, finished with a
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"The place where thousands ore soyir-)g millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
Murray Branch — 1201 Main Street
111111..111 •
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Spring Library Meeting
Attended By Over 300
The Spring Conference of
the Public Library Section of
the Kentucky Library
Association was held April 5-7
at the Executive Inn in
Owensboro-P. -
The theme of the conference
was "Public Relations-Public
Awareness" and was attended
by over 300 librarians, staff,
Trustees and Friends.
Mona Garvey, a public
relations consultant, artist
and author, was the principle
speaker. She spent five years
in France directing an arts-
crafts-photography shop; has
worked in academic, public,
and school libraries; and most
recently, was employed as
Public Relations Librarian for
20 libraries in Georgia.
Ms. Garvey is author and
illustrator in Library Displays
and Teaching Displays, along
with numerous articles in
educational publications. Her
practical, adaptable, no-art-
skills graphics in displays was
emphasized by flbr slogan,
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Distr. by IMAM V..t
from the University of Illinois,
spoke at one of the sessions.
She has held several offices in
the American Library
Association, has had several
articles published in
-professional journals, and is
widely known for her lectures
on library communications.
Robert Caummisar, an
attorney in Grayson, and
Chairman of the Carter
County Library "Board, was
the speaker at the Library
Friends and Trustees lun-
Aeon. '
An award was given to Anne
.Rogers of the Paris-Bourbon
County Public Library for
Outstanding Public Librarian.
Hopkinsville-Christiaii County
Library Board of Trustees and
Withers • Memorial -
Jessamine County LibraLy
Board of Trustees received
the Outstanding Board of
Trustees Award. Three
scholarships for continuing
library education were also
presented.
Margaret Trevathan,
Chairman of the state-wide
Public Library, Section.
presided at the three-day
conference. Other officers
are: Ed Klee, chairman-elect,
Princeton; Jean Culp,
secretary, London; and Ron
Steensland, treasurer,
Lexington.
-Those attending the --con-
ference from Calloway County
were: Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie -Jackson, and Walt
Apperson representing local
Library- Trustees; Mr. and





Diane Johnson, Velva Maupin.
Gerry. Reed, Mary Mott,
Wanda Kirnbro, Nelda Smith,
Ken Leyg, Paul Fritts, Kay
Travis, Joann Schroeder, and
Brenda Rowlett.
BAND MEET CANCELLED
The Murray Band Boosters
will not meet Tuesday night as
previously announced ac-
cording to a spokesman for the
grouts.-
ALL IN THE FAMILY — Larrv Dunn, president of the Murray Civitan Club, really
believes in family involtement. During this 1978-79 year of his presidency he has
recruited both his fither, Prentice Dunn and his motber, Lillian Dunn into the Murray
Club. He says that if his wife Shirley did not have to stay at home and care for their two
young daughters he would ha%e recruited her this year. Larry also brought a fellow
faculty member at Callowa County High School, Larry Paschall, into the Murray
Civitan Club. Left to right are Lillian Dunn mother Larry Dunn, president Prentice
Dunn, father.
West Kentucky Junior And
Senior High Bands To Play
Twenty-eight junior and
senior thigh school bands in
West Kentucky will par-
--treipa te in the. - Murray
Regional Band Festival at
Murray State University on
Friday and Saturday, April 20-
21. ,
Sponsored by Murray State
and the Kentucky Music
Educators Association, the
festival will begin at 3:30 p.m.
on Friday- and at 8 a.m. on
Saturday in -Lovett
Auditorium. Richard W.
Farrell, chairman emeritus of
the Department of Music at
Murray State and festival
manager, Maid the public is




Route 4. Kevil, hats been.
awarded the $350 Lillian
Lowry Memorial Scholarship
for the 1979-80 school year at
Murray State University. A
resident of Route 4, Kevil, she
will graduate this spring from
Paducah Community College.
Mrs. Dowdy, whose
husband, tarry. is an
associate professor of biology
at PCC, is a business and








(". . AND SO THE BRAVELITTLE I706, WHO ONLY
WANTED TO BE LOVED,
GAVE HIS LIFE TO RESCUE
THE SMALL GIRL"
I PROMISED•/RmA
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'AND THE BRAVE LITTLE
DOG NEVER KNEW THAT
THE GIRL REMEMBERED
AND LOVED HIM All. THE
















been.- tOnsistently on tne
dean.'-s--.14st_at the Paducah
Institution.
A graduate of Lone Oak
High School, she is an active
member of Mu Alpha Theta, a
nationarhonorary society for
outstanding mathematics
students, and was elected by
that Organization as its
-representative to the Student
fsenate.
The Senate later chose her
is its candidate ' for
Homecoming Queen.
Mrs. Dowdy's scholarshipI COULD kAVE 5WPRN • has been established in
WE WERE NUMBER CAE._ memory of the late director of
 77,- public relations at PCC, where
she also taught -English,
served as advisor to the
student newspaper and
organized the, school's
-Focus" program lathe arts.
A resident of Murray and
the wife of Dr. C. S. Lowry,
professor emeritus at Murray
--State,"14firs. Lowry died of a
heart attack Sept. 9, 1976.
The awliel is one of 89 in
honorary, Memorial and
alumni scholarships which
have been made at
university by the alumni
association this year and
totaling in -value - more than
$68,600. :All the scholarships
will be presented officially at
an April 28 reception in the
lobby of Ordway Hall and at
which the recipients will be
special guests.
, immediately following, the
'annual banquet will be held in














Thr BIG ONE MU6AH
IS REX'S. MUGAH








To Speak Monday At
Briensburg Church
Rev Wayne • Myers,
missionary' to Mexico, will




The service will begin at
7:30 p.m.
For the. past 31 years, Bro.
Myers has served as a
missionary to Mexico. He has
work with Christ for the
Nations in the Native Church
program and has helped
establish more than 1,200
churches on the mission field.
public is invited' to
attend the service.
sessions at no charge.
Each band will perform two
or three selections for-a panel
of three music educators.
They will be given written and
spoken criticisms and receive
ratings of superior, excellent,
good, fair, or poor.
After its concert per-
formance, each _group will be
judged and rated as in the
concert portion of the festival.
Bands, in the order of ap-
pearance, to play on Friday




County Junior High ' School,
Ballard Memorial Middle,
Benton Junior High, Paducah
Tilghman High, Livingston
County Middle, South Mar-
shall Junior High, Heath
Middle, Lone Oak Middle,
Reidland Middle, North
Marshall Junior High,
Brazelton Junior High, Trigg
.County Middle, Jetton Junior
High, 'Crittenden County High,
and Caldwell County High._ - -
The program for Saturday
will include: Livingston
Central High School, Trigg
County High, -Heatr High,
Murray Higfi'Concert Band,
Mayfield High, Reidland
High, Lone Oak High, Mar-
shall County High, •Brinelton
Junior High Strings, and
--Murray High Symphonic
Band.
Bands are classified by the
grade level or degree of dif-







totaling 47-,520.98 are being
issued to Calloway County
producers for their 1978 corn
crops. Farmers who par-
ticipated in the 1978 set-aside
program are eligible to
receive the payments.
Based on a payment rate of
three cents per bushel for
corn, deficiency payments
make up the difference bet-
ween the target price and the
higher of the loan rate for the
crop or the average price
received by farmers. The 1978
target prices were $2.10 per
bushel, The national average
loan rate was $2.00.
The payments were com-
puted by multiplying the
established yield for the farm
by the acreage planted for
harvest times the payment
rate.
Farmers who participated
in this year's set-aside
program will be eligible for
defi-ciency payments and
other benefits on their 1979
crops. The signup period ends
April-30. Producers who have
not filed their- intentions to
participate are urged to do so
as soon as possible, a
spokesman said.
Immediate Ticketing
TOURS, CRUISES, MOTELS, Gioues,
CAR RENTALS, CHARTERS,
'RAIN LINE TICKETS
No C knge by ut
Julie Lovins Elected  
As President Of KASWE
Ms. Julie H. Lovins of the
Murray State University
Social Work Faculty was
elected as president of the
Kentucky Association of
Social Work Educators for the
1979-80 academic year at the
Joint meetings of the Kentucky
Association of Social Work
Educators and the Kentucky
Coalition of Student Social
Workers held April 5-7 on the
campus of Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond.
The KASWE is composed of
social work educators and
practitioners involved'in both
graduafe and -undergraduate,.
education throughout the state
of Kentucky. The Association
works toward enhancing the
quality and effectiveness of
social work education, Ms.
Lovins said.
Keynote speaker for the
Kentucky Coalition of Student
Social Workers was Dr.
Roseinirie Bogal of the MSU
Social Work Faculty. She
presented a discussion orthe
moral and ethical issues
facing social work prac-
titioners.
At the curnination of the
meeting, Sherry Graybeal,
MSU representative to the
Student Coalition, presented a
bid for the 1979-80 conference.
The bid was successful and the
conference will The held at
Brandon Springs, Land
Between the Lakes, in the
spring of 1980.
Attending the meeting were
Ms. Lovins; Dr. Bogal, and Dr.
Wallace Haggett of the MSU
Social Work faculty, along
with 11 social work students at
Murray' State.
CPS Examination To Be
Given May 4-5 At MSU
The annual Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS)
examination will be given
Friday and Saturday, May 4
•and 5, at Murray State
University, according to Dr.
Laverne C. Ryan, coordinator
of the CPS program in the
university's Department of
Office Administration and - The examination is open to
Business Education.
Murray State is one of more
than 200 centers throughout
the international organization
which will be administering
the two-day, six-part
examination to approximately
5,000 secretaries across the
United States, Canada, Puerto
Rico and Jamaica.
To date, 12,064 secretaries
have earned the CPS
designation by passing the six





and decision making and
office procedures and ad-
ministration.
all secretaries who meet the
specific educational
require- nimbi in conginiitiOfl.
with, specified years of
verified secretarial ex-
perience.
Applications for the 1980
examination are now being
accepted at the, Institute for
Certifying Secretaries, 2440
Pershing Road, Suite G-10,
Kansas City, Missouri 64108.
MSU To Sponsor Illinois
High School Symphony
The symphony orchestra of Under his direction, the
West High School in RocIdord, West High Symphony
Ill., will appear in concert at Orchestra has made a number
Murray State University on of tours, including a tour of
Thursday; April 19, as part Of Europe in 1974, where it won
a spring tour of Kentucky andithe World Youth Music
Tennessee. Festival in Copenhagen,
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music at Murray
State, the concert will begin at
12:30 p.m. in the Old Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Dr. Roger Reich-
muth, music chairman, said
the nubile-is invited to attend
at no admission charge.
Made up of 70 musicians, the
orchestra will perform a wide
variety of musical selections,
including classical as well as
Popular.
Directing the group is
James W. Sims, a 1968 Murray
State graduate and a former
music' director of the
Memorial Baptist Church in
Murray. Sims was well-known
in the area as both a singer
and instrumentalist.
Denmark.
Clinics-w(t be preiented by
Neale B. Mason, professpr of
music, and Robert Gillespie,
instructor of music, following
the concert.
Orchestra members will
attend the University Theatre
production of "Guys and
Dolls" Thursday evening.
DAVE WAS RIGHT
NEW YORK AP) - This
one got a .laugh it a gathering
of the -golf- clans. Sam- SneacL---
after lashing a perfect drive
from the practice tee, said:
-Man, ah'd like a million like
that." It ,
Dave Hill, standing nearby,
commented: "Sans, you've had,







With Garlic Bread and,Pore
Combination Soladivw+th Meol
Super Special For KIdS
Spaghetti anti Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Inr !IMP% As A
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
















































































requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections This
n•wspoper will be
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Fire (City) ... 753-1441
Fire (County) 753-6952
Foster Parents 753-5362
Hospital, .... _ . . 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Huinane Soc. .. 759-4141
Learn To Read . . :753-2288
Needline  753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792
Poison Control . 753-7588
Police  _ 753-1621
Rescue Squad 753-6952
Senior Citizens .. 753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The MuEray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the teleptione.
Circle Fencing
Division of Atkins Gutter Service
*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Cedar Fencing
* We Give Free Estimatei







hear: "Can we all see







• Closed All Da) Wed
MOncia) -Frida) 30-Noon Saturday 7 : 30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT 31.50 PRICE WAVE 51.73







ike must of our other readers and advertisers. you
probably aren fully aware of the fact-that lust about
everything on our pages has been produced via the very
latest electronic compptenzed word-processing equip
ment We ve invested millions to bang yoy a better, more
acturate and easer-to read product
-
!Wow offices we talk about on-line typewriters and
I keyboards optical scanners editing terminals and
even laser composers These are all part of todaY s
technoloiiy and alt add Up lb producing an miser-to-road
newspapir as well as i5nis that provides a better vehicle
for our advertisers messagifts
This nIteuispaper is a product of millions of
dollar's in research and technology, yet it
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GOD IS LOVE, 1 John 4 8
But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things snail be added unto
you." Matthew 6.33. 2.1 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12: 30 on WSJP.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST since November Black
and Tan Doberman. Call
753-0443
LOST GOLD COIN from
necklace. Lost Friday night.
Call Corn Austin 753 2472.
Reward.
LOST Austrailan Shepherd, 2
yrs old,white gray and black.
Lost on South 121. Reward.
Call 753-2287.
6. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER in or near
town, ,for boy 8, and girl 6.
Summer months 7:30 -4:30,
Call-489 2230 after 6:00 pm.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
math me operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,




302 N. 121h St.
or Call 763-3263
14. WANT TO BUY 
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527
1315. ' 
JUNK CAPS. Call after 5 pm,
474-883%. 
15. ARTrtLES FOR SALE
100 AMP seryice pole with 45
feet of number 2 on
derground service wire and
19 concrete blockS. All for
$125. Call 753-3143.
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, 510.59:-20"
bar, 511.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
.pR,g_ssEs, sizes
5,7,and 9. Call 489!2114 or
489-2762.
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
529 99; model 574, $34.99;
model. 559,154.99 ; model 552,
$66.69; model 553o $72.99;







sofa, two french barrel back
chairs, three french tables,
'all like new Call 753-5342
We .uy, Se! Or bode
Used furniture or Ap-
pliances




Calf 435-4290 sfter 5 pm.
LOTT since NOvember Black
and Tan Doberman. Call
753-0443.




ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot,
pickup disk, $600. Ford-bush
hog, 6 foot, $500. M.F. plow,
no. 3, 14 inch plows, $400. Call
753 2878 or 753,4751. -
DtARBORN two 14 inch
bottom plows. $200. Can_
753-3830,' 
FORD, 4 row corn drill,
Excellent condition, Drilled
less then 400 acres. Call
436-2233 after 6 pm.
FOUR 16 inch Ford Plows.
Call 753-9357.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99; 3 gallon, $13.99;
stainless steel, 3 ggallon,
.,$29.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $209.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammo, group 3 EH, $44 99,12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 f4--
.544.99.Wallin Hardware,
Paris.-
WEEC EATER, Model 500 or
507, $3999 Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $32.99. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,




organ, 1 1 2 years old SoLd for
S4000 will sell for $2500 &Call
759-1856.
REALISTIC STERIO 120
watt receiver, two 150
speakers, LAB turntable
Call Pat 753 9635 after 4:30
23. EXTBRMINAIING 
*575 united Feetres avediceas. inc •/(Z7
'PUT YOUR HANDS DOWN. THAT
WAS ONLY THE ESTIMATE."
74. MISCELLANEOUS 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMMODES, WHITE,
$39.99; Colors, $47.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EIGHT VW wheels, four 4
lug, four. 5 bolt wheels and
tires. Make offer 753-2698
DOBERMAN PUPPIES 512











Blacks and Yellows, Call
753-3406.
41. PUBLIC SALES
FIVE PARTY Garage Sale.
FOUR WHITE spoke rims 10 Thursday Friday and
inch with tires. $350. nearly. Saturday between Stella and
new, Call 489-2203. First brick house on
15 x 20 INDOOR Outdoor Squire Potts roadGlassware, childs car seat
and riding toys, furniture,
lots of thitctrens clothes and
many other items.
carpet, brown tan and
orange, new. Four folding
conferance tables like new 8
foot long 30 inches wide. Call
759-1140 after 6 pm. 
RAPID GRO, 8 oz., 51.39; 16
oz., $2.19; 32 oz., $3.75; 5 lb.,
$7.75; 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $12.99 at Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
SAW DUST. for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352.5777.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self rimming, $29.99,
$3999; $491.9 Wallin Har
dware, Paris.
WOOD BURNING STOVE,
$125. 100 Yamaha, $350. Call
437-4289.
27. MOB. HOME SALES




NICE TWO bedroom fur
nished mobile home on
private lot. Call after 5 pm
759-1984. i
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
31,4 acres of land on blacktop
road 6 miles south east of
Murray. Call after 5 pm, 753-
5080.  room with beamed tei+ing.
MOVING SALE, Friday and
Saturday, April zo thru April




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
'Highland Oaks Sub-
division is where you






electric heat and air,
carpet and drapes.
,,$45,000.00.
28. MOB-. HOME RENTS
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME
furnished Air conditioned,
Nice. Couples only. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00 pm.
29. HEATING & COOLING _
WE BUY and sell used air




to Murray State. University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
aleconditioning.iCall 753-3018
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED. College employee
desires nice one or two
bedroom Apartment. Fur-
nished or partially furnished.
Year round basis. Please call
753-8908 after 6 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APART
MENT, One bedroom, also
sleeping rooms. Zimmerman











33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR Rent, one block
from MSU, shared kitchen,
available May 5th, $60 per
month. Call 753-9341.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY HOME east of
Murray, Two bedroom,
electric heat, large yard and
gardin spot. Call 436-2336
after 6 pm. Deposit required 
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Gas heat. 753.4661. 
THREE. BEDROMM un
furnished house for rent. Call
753-3293.






PERSON NEEDED to take




rabbits for sale, Pleasant
Grove Rabbitry Call 753 6843
or 753 3574. 
.
• BRAND NEW CABIN, near
the lake, 2 bedrooms, living
Kitcben with stove and
refrigerator and most fur-
















I AIN'T got nobody - Here's
a lonesome little home that
needs a face lift and a tittle
love to make it happy again.
It's a real bargam at a rock
bottom price... located on an
acre lot for only %mow
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
























Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 14. Also born style, of
fices, Cottages, mobile home ad•ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
CUSTOM-BUILT PORT  ING1141:1E BU461'9°lDS:m.
a 60. Buy the best for less.
43. REAL ESTATE -
EVERY INCH a quality built
home custom built for
owner setting on 2 acres
Owner has been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double garage
Your wife will enjoy
preparing meals in this
U--shaped kitchen with
several feet of cabinels. Dial
753-1492 for your personal
Showing. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
Pr ofessAunal Sen.ices
With The Fnendly Touch'
RECIPE FOR HAP-
PINESS. See this out-
standing offer! It is
vacant, ready to
welcome y‘op! 3 Br.,
11/2 baths, 'new G. E.
appliances on 2 acre




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
5 ACRES!!! A garden
spot, fruit trees, a
place for horses and
cows, extra storage
area and yes, there's a
lovely custom built 3






*and air and lots of
storage area. Minutes





IT'S WHA• T'S inside that
counts! Plenty of corn
fortable living sOace to en-
toy--living room with
dining- area -pius----3 -doeeri
 sized bedrooms with closets
• all ale __WAY-, across the
roorns...do.oble vanity,
(marble) in bath..located on
quiet established street near
schools. Dial 753-1492 for
your personal showing.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
9 Realtors
ProfessionalServic es
With The Friend] Tour b'
GROCERY IN
BROWN'S GROVE -
Fine opportunity to go
into business for your-
self. Ideal Country Set-
ting, grocery store, in-
cl uitcriFilock and fix-
tures. Begin your new
venture today - For
ONLY $29,950. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
TWO LOTS in ceder Heights
subdivision. Restricted for
your protection. The area
has lovely „homes and the
location is great. Close to
town and near the lake. See







Colonial home and 2
acres that has more
special features than
you can imagine. All
rooms are spacious,
with .4 bedrooms, 31/2
baths, living room,
family room, kitchen









decks. All of these will


















. Situated on 29 acres,
this new Colonial
home is breathtaking.
So many luxuries - 11
rms., 3 baths. 2 Cen-
tral electric heat pum-
ps, central electric air
conditioning, formal
living rm., dining rm.,
full basement. So
much quality you must
see to appreciate -
tastefully decorated to
the last details. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near 4ake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753 0101, ,
753 7531.
Purdom & Thurman






This 4 bedroom, 21/2
bath home has not
been featured in Bet-
ter Homes and Gar-
dens YET, but it could
be. • The exterior is
cypress and brick, the
interior is 'beautifully
decorated and in-
cludes a large bay win-
dow in living room,
fireplace in den,
cooking island in kit-
chen, pegged har-
dwood' floors and two
heat pump systems for
your year-round
economical comfort.
Alr of these and many
other special features
are located on ap-
proximately 91/2 acres




44. LOTS FOR SALE
2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic




46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
loath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,_
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road 753 8405.  _
BY OWNER: Three
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireefee4.,-c-emPlr-l"it-c-tuas3--
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air. Lbw $60'5. Shown by
appointment only. Call 759
4503 after 5 arn;
BY OWNER, 8 rod-m ho-use,
partically furnished,- new
bedroom suite, living room,
new wood stove, kitchen set,
captain's chairs on rollers,
Drapes, new washer.
refrigerator, range. bit 100 x
165. Under $17,000. Call
492 8850 110 realtors'prease
BY OWNER, lovely three
bedroom brick with garage
and paved drive. Spacious
fenced backyard. Priced in
30's Call 753 - 9265._ . _
42. MOTORCYCL-ES
1478 BLACK YAMAHA
XS 400 special, 800 actual
mile* Call 753 6809 after 5
Om
1972 HONDA 456, Etcellent
condition 5450. Call 767 :6101.
19-73 SL 350 HONDA. road or
trail bike Call 753 3798
1976 SUZUKI, RM 370A, 5&
W gas oil shocks, air lock kit,
many high performance
extras Can be seen at 256
Riverile Courts, after 5 pm.
555o., .
1478. 650 Special Edition
Yamaha, 3000 miles, $1,800
Call 753 0457 between 8 am
and.11 am. - •
1974 'Suzuki, TM 400 trail
bike, excellent condition,
'6350 Call 753-0728 after 5
om
47. MOTORCYCLES
TRAIL BIKE 70 cc, 1294
actual miles Call 753-1856
aft& 5 PM
1975 400X Yamaha, like new,
Best reasonable offer. Call
759-47.40 or753 3068 after 6
pm _ '
1976 YAMAHA, XS-500,
good condition, 4000 miles.
Call 753 0.514.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, $22 88 36 month
ouarentee, 80 amp, $26 99 60
month guarentee, 95 amp,
536 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
TIRE SALE- Premium
grade, white Wall, . 4, ply
polyester with Road !Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and 51 72 FET, E713X14,
525 63 and $2 20 FET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
PET; G71X14 or 15, 528.39
and S2.54 F ET; H78X14 or 15,
330.52 and $2 76 F ET;
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06
F ET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. USED CARS
1974 BUICK Regal great
condition, must sell. Call 753-
9964 after 5:00 PM
1974 CHEVELLE Legunda,
5-3, Power steering, Power
brakes, Air, Swivel seats new
engine, $2350, Call 753-8124.
Nos/slut
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
makes and models
Refrigerator and air con-
ditioning All work




Shop, Hazel, KY has an
experienced and factory
trained mfchanic You can
save up to 50 per cent labor
cost Come in or call for
estimates and compare
Phone 492 8241
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Oeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
BACK HOE WORK, Septic-
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753 5808 or 753-5706.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. ,Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
1971 DODGE POLARA, good




and air. $ago. Call 753-4053. 
1976 MERCURY GRAND
Marquis, 4 door, im-
maculate, full power,
original owner, 54,000 miles,
$4450 Or best offer. Paris,_
1901) 642.7190 before 5 pm,
after 5 pm, 642-7581.
1971 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
4 speed, 318 engine. 753-0069.
1973 PINTO, automatic, Air,
58000 miles, nice. $1200. Call
753-8124. 
1967 VOLKSWAGON
Squareback, new tires, good
dependable transportation.
$575. Call 753-8124.
WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
actual miles, best offer. Call
753-0552 after 5 pm.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton





Van, 6000 actual miles, A-1









chino, also seal coating. Call
753,7148 or 753 9041 Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray.
CAMPER REPAIR, - aft
brands, Eaz-lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and -
light hookups. White Camper
Sales, located East 94 high-
way, toward Ken Lake,
Murray, KV. 753-0605.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up 10 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
-for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
4343.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size





done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
1972  CHEVROLET patios, and driveways also
Cheyanne, 350, automatic,
Power Steer iryg Power done. C
all 436-5570 after 5 PM,
Brakes, Air, 55000 miles, 
_lor tree estimates. 
$1600. Call 753-8124.  GUTTERING BY Sears,
REBUILT ENGINE for Sears 
continous gutters  
Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also 
installed per your
specifications. Call Sears
will install. Phone 492-8841. 753-2310 for free esti matps.
.5L.CAMP.,ERS
1 -1-NsuCATioN BLOWN in   7 foot PHENIOX Camper Sears, save on these high
by -
sleeps six, $.1700. Call 753 8056 heating and cooling bills.
STARCRAFT AND Road Call Sears, 753.2310, for free
Ranger Dealer, travel estimates. 
traitors, 5th wheels, and JACK'S BLACKTOP paving• ,popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and patching, also seal coating.•accessories, hitches, brakes, Phone 436-2573. 
and lights; installed. White's . MOBILE HOME anchors,
Camper Sales, located East underpinning, roofs sealed,
94 . highway toward Ken patio awnings, and
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753- aluminum carports. Call
0605. Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
52. BOATS &MOTORS
1412 FOOT FIBERGLASS
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor,
and trailer, 5700. 753 5372.
FISHLNG RIG,Electricly
equipped, 14 foot Corvair V.
shaped aluminum boat. One
trolling motor, dept finder,
two life preservers, four pole
holders, one bass seat, 18 hp
Johnson motor, heavy duty
Paris line tailer. Call 753-
3983.
1975 MODEL 19'7" deep V
Runabout with 228 hp
Mercruiser, all aluminum
Tandum trailer. Has beer
water only one time. 753-4320.
ONE SNARK Wildflower
sailboat, 1112 foot with' sails,
mast, oart Never in water,
Cost $1000 only $725. Also 12"
Craftsman wood lathe
$175.00. Call 753-5534.
1976 RUNABOUT 1512 foot
115 hp Johnson $3,700 Call
492-8313.
1978, 16 foot SEA NYMPH,
depth finder,trolling motor,
trailer. 1977 70hp Johnson
motor. Call 436-5686.
pm.
NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling and additions or
what have you. Call 436.2516.
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 7113 3- 'ith
Street, Murray. Call 753-7400.
Fast service.
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof, built up roof, and




contractor. Call 3S4-85eS,  
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
9210
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry.....
work completely guarenteed
Call oor write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
yLe. 753 2211.L MOW yards. Call
1978 TERRY 460 CM Bass 753-3697 after 5 PM.
Boat with 1978 55 hp_Evinrude
with stainless prop. Extras
include depth finder, foot
control trolling motor, drive
on trailer. Rigged for
Tourament fishing. $4200.
Firm Call anytime, 436-5811.




carts, any condition: Write






Tel 753-1231 Rexall Drugs - Murray, Ky)
Institute Awarded Scholarship
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Welfare Meeting HeldI Deaths and Funerals 1
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Eva Irvin
Final rites for Mrs. Eva
Irvin of Hazel Route 1-Were
held Monday at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Lexie
Ray and Dean Crutchfield
officiating and singers from
the Green Plain Church of
Christ providing the seng
service.
Pallbearers were Calvin
and Cecil Spann, Robert
Lassiter, Hildred Paschall,
Paul Dunn, and Rob.. Roy
Erwin. Burial was in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Irvin, 82, died Satur-
day at 8 p.m. at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She
is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Verna Nell Newport; one
son, C. H. ( Buddy ) Irvin;
sister, MRs. Aldie Spann; half
sister, Mrs. Mayab Dalton',
brother, Tony Dalton:half






Mrs. Ada May Hargan,
motber of Mrs. Estella
Lancaster of Murray Route 7,
died Monday at 11:45 a.m. at
the Haws Nursing Home,
Fulton.
She was 97 years of age and
a resident of Mayfield Route 4.
Born Dec. 4, 1881, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
of the late Enoch and Green
Prince.
Mrs. Hargari is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Lancaster,
Murray Route 7; one son,
George W. Hargan, Mayfield
Route 4; two grandchildren;
fivegreat grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo,
With the Rev. James Fulton
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Prince Cemetery at
Wingo.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today ( TuesdaYl.
Mrs. Fred H. Hale
Dies; Was Mother




Mrs. Glyco ( Nealie Wells of
Murray Route 2, Roy Graham
Road, died this morning at
5:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she
had been a patient since
Sunday.
She was 67 years of age and
a member of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Born
Aug. 24. 1911, in C,alloway
_County, she wqs the daughter
of the late Will Ward and Eula
Robinson Ward.
Mrs. Wells was a partner
with her husband, Glyco,
operating Wells Electric,
Murray, for many years.
Survivors include her
husband, Glyco Wells; two
sons, Fred Wells, Murray
Route 7, and Gene Wells,
Raleigh, N. C.; four grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday. at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dewayne Franklin and the
Rev. Edd Glover officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Mrs. Claudie
B. ( Ruth) Venable, 605 Ellis
Drive, Murray, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiating and
maic by Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist, and Richard Jones,
--organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bun Wilkerson, Otto, Parks:
Barney Futrell, Raymond
Matheny, James Key, and
Tommie Atkins. Burial will
follow in the Sinking Spring
.Cemetery.--
Mrs. Ventible," 83, "died
Sunday at 8:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by
her husband; three sons,
Glenn, Herman, and Freeman
Venable:: two sisters, Mrs. W.
A. Smith and Mrs. Cleatus
Shelton; one brother, Fred
Cook; four grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
Mrs. Fred H. (Flora Hale,
mother of Norman ( Red)
Hale, 303 North Fifth Street,
Murray, died Monday at II:30
a.m, at the South Portland
Nursing Home. South Por-
tland, Maine.
She was 87 years of age and
a resident of 111 Mt. Vernon
Street, South Portland.
Mrs. Hale is survived by her
husband, Fred H. Hale, to
whom she was married on
April 23, 1910; one daughter,
Mrs. Allen Carolyn) Lord,
Wells, Maine; two s,ns,
—Norman. Murray, and Fed
Hale, Jr., Baldwinsville, N.
Y.; nine grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held at the Hobbs Funeral
Home. South Portland, Maine,
with burial to follow in a
cemetery at Farmington,
Maine. The funeral date and
time has not been announced.
East Calloway PTC
Will Meet Thursday
The . East Calloway
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club wil meet
Thursday. April 19, at 7 p.m.
at the school with Dr. Jack
Rose; --superintendent . of
Calloway County Schools, as
speaker.
The nominating committee
will present the slate of of-
ficers for the coming year for
the vote by the membership.
Dan Kelly, president, urges
all members and interested
citizens to attend.
Mrs. Lancaster Is
Dead At Age Of 84
The 67th Annual Spring
Conference of the Kentucky
Welfare Association will be
held in Owensboro at the
Executive Inn, on April 18-20.
Several local persons will
attend.
The Oonferences are con-
ducted so that contemporary
problems and techniques of
social welfare may be
presented to individuals in-
volved in and interested in
social work and social
welfare. The conference is
open to the public.
The theme of the conference
will be "Accountability:
,Career, Community, Family
and. Self." Speakers will be






University; and Dr. Ronald
Kelly, Paducah; and Dr.







Mrs. Lottie B. Lancaster
died early Monday morning at
the McKenzie Retirement
Center, McKenzie, Tenn. She
was 84 years of age, -
Born Nov 18 1894 in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late George,
Douglas Hooper and Delia
Ann Hendricks Hooper. She_ _
was preceded in death by her
husband. Joe Lancaster, two
sisters, Mrs. May Newton and
Miss Emma Hooper, and one
brother, Walter Hooper.
Mrs. Lancaster is survived
by two nieces, Mrs. Vernon
(Mary Lou) Stephenson and
Mrs. Bill (Carrie Love)
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.; two
nephews, G. D. Newton,
Martin, Terui., and Newell
Newton, Michigan; several
great nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home. Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev: Charles Orr officiating.
Burial will follow in the Hazel.
Ky., cemetery.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 17, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 204 Est 450 Barrows 8,
Gilts 75-11 00 lower Sows under 450
steady to $1 00 lower over 450 $2.06 lower
US 1-2 200-230 Its $4300.43 50
US 2200-240 lbs 143 03-43 25
US 2-3 240-250 lbs $42 00-4300
US 2-4 260280 lbs 841 00-42 00
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lba 138 00.3900
IJS /-3 300450 !be $37 06-31 00
US 1,9 450-500 lbs 138 00-40 00
US 1-3 500-650 Itc $40 00-42 00
US 2-3 300-560 I be 190.00-3700
Boars 32 00-14 00 1
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP, — USDA
Cattle 2500; slaughter steers and heifers
steady: slaughter cows 1 00 lower, bulls
steady: calves arid vealers steady, feeders
steady,
Slaughter steers 14 960-1210 lb 72.50,-
75 50, mixed good and choice 2-3 930-1050 lb
71.00.71.90:
Slaughter heifers 2-4 036-11r19 lb 72 0°-
75.50: rruzed good and choice 2-3 760-865 lb
.0975-72.00; good 2-3940-1060 lb 6900-70.00:
Slaughter cows utility 1.3 and corn-
merctal 3-5 53 oo-se,po: high dressing
utility 51.01342 50, cutter 1-2 49 00-56 00;
canner and curter under 800 lb 44.00-49.00;
Slaughter bulls 1265-1370 lb 71.50.72.50; 1.
2 9501670 lb 0490-70.60.
Slaughter calves and sealers choice 110-
295 lb vealers 94.00-106.50; choice 300.475 lb
calves1000-94.00 ; feeder steers choice 300-
395 lb 120.00.147 00; 435-500 lb 94.50-105.00:
500400 lb 88.00102.50; 600.700 lb 13.25-
90.25: 700.800 lb 9300-1800; 910-910 lb 74.06-
77.50; mixed good and choice 300-403 lb
96 00-120 00; 500700 lb 7500-9000; good
400.690 lb 7090-87 00:600-900 lb 6510-75.00.
choice heifers 300-400 lb 0360-103.00. 400-
5001b 86.00-95.50. 500-600 lb 80.00-90.00; 600-
700 lb 70.00.8050;. 700-740 lb 74.90.7050 .
mixed good and choice 300-500 lb 80 20-
95.00; 500-700 lb 6806-00.06, good 500-650 lb
80 .00-70. 00;
Hogs 800, barrows and gilts 75 lower. 1-2
206-245 lb 44.75-45.00; 205-250 lb 4426-4476.
2-3 230-200 lb 43.2544.25: 250-295 lb 42.00
43.00 . sows 1.50 lower; 1-2350.400 lb 40 0)-
41.00; 400-450 lb 41 00.42.00; 450-500 lb 4235.
43.90,000-660 lb 43 00-44 00. 130-360 lb 39 25-
39.75.; Wars over 300 lb 36.50-37.03
Sheep 25; untested.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local igterest at
noon, EDT, today, furtushed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows
Industrial Average. -0 52
Air Products ZS', -Ss
American Motors 77, uric
Ashland Ott 435  uric
American Telephone 61% -%
Bonanza . 4%13 4%A
Chrysler 9% uric
Ford Motor 44% -In
G.A.F  .114z
General Care . . 75  uric
General Dynamics 7. 32% um
General Motors . .57°',
General Tire .,:20°'s
Goodrich .. ... 19% -..-
Hardees -11% -Ls
Heublein  37%
IBM . 312% -7-'s
Pennwalt . 32 +L.
Quaker Oats • 23% uric
Tapp& 11 t-i•







The new—and very reliable —
A B Dick 990 plain paper cop,
ler compares to eouipmenf cost•
op 59% more
The 990 has all 01 the most
wanted features at machines
costing 50's mare—including
the versatilrty to Make fir 17'
copies copy on both sides of _
28Der. and.ust most'apy kind






includes professionals in the
field of social work and social
welfare and interested
otizens.
Larry Evans of West
Liberty, Kentucky, is the
current Association
President. Individuals in-
terested in membership or
additional information should
contact Sarah Hurst,
Executive Director, at P.O.
Box 298, Frankfort, Kentucky
40602.
Corrections & Amplifications I1
In the feature on Local Schools Hold Pre-School
Screening in the April 11th issue of the Murray Ledger &
Times all photos were inadvertently credited to Kaye
Feeble. One of the photos featuring Mrs. Sue Chaney and
David Gibbs was taken by P. A. Watson.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
ill fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in newts ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of thus column. To report an error or need
br ctuification please call 753-1118
Technicians Meet Scheduled Thursday
A meeting of all Emergency
Medical Technicians will be
held Thursday, April 19, at 7
p.m. at the McCracken County
Red Cross Chapter House,
located at Eighth and Monroe
Streets, Paucah.
A $5,000 scholarship has
been presented to Millersburg
Military Institute, Lexington,
in memory of Murray native _
Richard G. Coy Sr.
Coy, the son of Mary Wade
and Glenn Coy of Lexington,
was an MMI student and also
attended Sayre School, Henry
Clay High School and the
University of Kentucky. He
died at St. Joseph Hospital in
Lexington last year at the age
of 42.
Coy's mother lived in
Murray for 33 years before the
moved in 194i.family
Here s the carpet sale you ye been waiting-elf-winter for. ..a
sale of thick, rich plushes, colorful cut and loops, twists and textures,
too. The best-of Lees quality carpets at te;e season's best savings.
Booth Bay - An elegant lustrous cut pile. Pile yarns
are spun of 100°0 dacron polyester. 14 beautiful
decorator colors to choose from.
Reg $1295 SALE
Casual Scene-A multi-level cut and uncut pile. A new
combination of dye techniques creates this beautiful
fresh fashion look woven out of 1004• -nylon. 19 new
fashion colors to choose from.
Reg $12.95 SALE
She
worked at the First National
Bank and for the Tennessee
Valley Authority. His father,
who lived in Murray for 13
years, managed the McElroy
Store and Coy's Model
Cleaners.
The younger Coy's widow,
Betty, and son reside in
Lexington. His son also at-
tended MMI.
Retired Lt. Col. Gordon W.
Betts presented the check for
the scholarship to the present
commander, Col. Alvan C.
Fladley Jr.
featuring Carpets of Du Pont Antren-111 Fibers
the wear resIstack tirt -resistant, crush
resistant super fiber,
The best carpet fiber
Du Pont has ever made 
Pleasant Living - A richly textured 100°0 nylon twist
yarns are twisted and then heat set for extremely
long wear 18 beautiful new colors.
Reg $1495 SALE
ALL, PRICES INCLUDE HEAVY RUBBER PADDING 11 INSTALLATION
IF tJ IFt Ma I ir IL) II _ 1E
mem mew maw As- -ow mem mop- .41.- mow aiwr as- -am
The First Chevy Of The 80's Chevy Citation
Show Date
Thurs., April 19th
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
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